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Mrs. Petra Abreu Passes Away Aft-

A Life Of

Usefellness On Ranch.
Mrs. Jesus G. Abreu, for fiity-fiv- e
years a resident of Colfax
county, died at her home on the
Rayado Ranch, on one o'clock,
Saturday afternoon, July 4, after
an illness of six week Irom an attack of pneumonia, from which the
aged lady could not rally; the word

the grim - reaper having
the results of an acute attack of appendicits with which the
deceased was victimised several
of

fore-spoke-

n

weeks ago.

Impressive funeral services were
held at the Catholic church on the
afternoon, the
ranch, Monday
Fathers Cellier of Springer paying
a beautilul tribute to the life of the
deceased and admonishing the survivors to adhere to, the teachings
of their doctrine, alter which all
that was mortal of this grand old
mother, was tenderly conveyed to
the Silent City, where, by the side
of a devoted husband she now rests
in peace, leaving her kin to mourn
her loss. Immense floral offerings
covered the casket and tully two
hundred l.iends made up the cortege to pay their respect to the deceased.

Petra Beaubien first saw the
light of day lune ao, 1844 in Taos
her parents being Mr. and Mrs.
Carlos Beaubien. She enjoed a
good education at an early age and
was an able conversationist in both
the Spanish and English languag-es- ,
which made for her couutless
friends especially so in ber declining years, when to know her was
to entertain the highest friendship.
She was married to J. G. Abreu
in 1859 aMhe family home in Taos
moving to what is now the Rayado
where she gave birth to thirteen
children, nine of whom are sharing'
the loss of a mother's care and afAt the time when sh
fection.
came to the ranch, in itisg, the
property was yet a part of the Miranda and Beaubien land grant,
her husband being in rha employ
turned to
of joe Pley, who later
his home in Spain. Mr. Abreu together with his brother and A. J.
Calhoun later became the owners
of the ranch consisting of about
33,000 acres, which became the title of J. G. Abreu after Maxwell
had purchased the grant from Miranda and Beaubien; the tianal papers being executed and delivered
in 1872, since which time the ownership of the ranch did not change
bands until 101 when it was purchased by a colonization company
and cut up into small tracts.
it was on this ranch that the tirst
bouse was built in Colfax county
and that by Kit Carson in 1846,
long occupied but since gone to
ruins. The Rayado ranch is his
toria in antiquities and to print its
many phases is to extoll its close
connection with the subject of this
ved as a stage uta
si etch.
It
tion in the days before the railroad
penetrated the then territory. At
times it was the only place of re
fuge for the settlers from hostile
Indian tribes who were continuous
ly on the warparth fighting the advancement of civilization.
Through perseverance and bard
1

1

it

work the ranch was well stocked
with horses and cattle and a portion of it placed under a high state
of cultivation, and acres set out to
fruit trees from which memory still
leaves a deep impression long after
the owners have passed away.
None ever entered the Abreu
home without a warm welcome nor
left it without feeling the warmth
of a genuine hospitality, so characteristic of the people of her ancestry. Adhering to the faith of
her fathers she was a devout Catholic, having built a chnrch on the
ranch where she unfailingly attend
ed services. As the death dtw
gathered on her marble brow,
around her bedside gathered ber
children, grown to mature years,
to impart that love and cherished
thought known only to mother and
child. Life will never be quite
the same to those who knew her;
those who were nearest to her will
long for ber with unuterable long
ings lor a mother's counsel and advice and sympathy.
She has lived her three score and
ten years and though she is gone
she is not forgotten. Those who
survive her are:
Mrs. A. Clouthier, Mrs. Emelio
Valdez, Misses Sofia and Victoriano; and J. L.. Charley, N. M., J.
P. and R. R. Atfreu.

Distinction

Mrs. Z. A. Curtis, the enterprising owner of the Antlers Hotel, is
about to improve the appearances
of the hotel by giving the building
an outside veneering of two thicknesses of brick, which is to be done
by A local contractor as soon ai
the brick arrives.
With the completion of th brick
wall around the building, another
story can be added with but little
inconvenience, aud these are the
ultimate plans of the owner, to he
executed when the opportunity is
ripe for the change, which will be
in the near future.

To Cimarron falls the distinction
of being one of the few towns at
any place to have a surplus in the
treasury after all expenses for the
4th ol July celebration have been
settled. The treasury will have
something like $40 on hand.
This is an uncommon thing for
any town and is nothing short of
marvelous
the celebrations in tbe past when it required
from two to three years to settle
the accounts.
The committee in charge of the
celebration is to be commended for
the economical way in which the
whole affair was conducted.

Picking Of

Forest Department

The picking of fruit in this sec
tion is now in full sway and much

Week, 3 Days
The convention of the State Re
tailers association convened in Ra
ton yesterday morning for a three
davs' session with more than 200
delegates Irom ail parts of the state
present to participate in tbe affairs
of the meeting. Ample accommo
dations have been prepared by the
hosts to utilize every minute during the three days in a comprehensive way. A fight is centered be
tween Albuquerque and Santa Fe
for tbe next convention city. Both
of these towns haye strong contin
gents at the convention and their
delegates are putting up brisk arguments for the next convention.
Cimarron has a representative
delegatiou on tbe scene. Tbe con
vention will adjourn Friday evening.

Spanish-America- ns

Breaks Down

Want Recognition

Halt a dozen
leaders held a secret meeting in
Sauca Fe, Saturday, in which they
formulated a course of action in
tbe state convention ol tbe repub
licans and democrats. O. A. Lar
razóla of Las Vegas, was the chief
spokesman. i( the minimum recognition demanded by them is
granted in tbe two conventions,
tbey resolved to stay within their
parties, otherwise to throw their
strength to that partv which recognizes them. Should both parties
ignore their demanda then an
party is
out
to be organized, which it is deSpanish-America-

broken limb.

n

out-an- d

Spanish-America-

n

clared will play havoc with both of
the old party organizations.

Bond Sale Postponed

For State Forests
forests have been
apportioned $12,514 09 for the construction ol roads from tbe 10 per
cent of the receipts of forests during tbe last fiscal vear. District 3
which covers 20,163,377 acres of
national nests in New Mexico,
Arizona afhd Oklahoma, has receive
ed an allotment of (45,000 to be
expended exclusively for protec
tive, administrative and range im
provements during the year which
began on last Wednesday. The
protective improvements include
telephone lines, roads, trails,
bridges, fire breaks, lookout tow- ers, cabins and shelters. Add to
this the money available for Toad
improvements and the office at Al
buquerque will have 84,898.07 to
New-Mexic-

1

111

1

.

That the Santa Fe considers its

Fruit Is In
Full Force

is not

used

by local

consumption is shipped to other
points. The cherry crop is almost
past while other fruits such as apricots, plums, 'peaches, pears and
apples are at the point of matur
ing, requiring many additional
pickers to take care of the crop.
This year tbe apple and other
fruit crops are extraordinary large
and fruitgrowers contend that it is
banner year for fruits of all kindj,
due undoubtedly to lavorable cli
matic conditions.
t

Independence
Day Duly

Celebrated

Spend on aoo miles of new teleIndependence Day was properly
phone line, 100 miles of new trails
observed in Cimarron, Saturday;
and similar purposes.
large crowds coming from far and
near to participate in tbe wholesport.
Tbe threatening
some
Want
weather of Friday night aud Saturday morning kept many people
from leing in attendance.
To Run
The events were highly satisfactory to all. Matt Dormer and
Legislature Charley Daley were tbe contestants
in the broncho riding events, giving a skillfull exhibition of tbe art
Francis E. Lester for the legis- of riding. Some good horses were
lative house, is the slogan of good entered for the races. Tbe proroads boosters who are inaugurat- gram closed with a dance in the
ing a movement to have Dona Ana evening which was the largest ever
county send him to the legislative pulled off.
assembly to take charge of the good
roads legislation which will be advocated by tbe good roads convention at Santa Fe this month.
Lester is the father of the good
Week Meet
roads legislation now on tbe stamainly
due
tute books and it was
to bis efforts that the 1500,000
At Tucumcari
good roada bond issue was authorized by (be legislature.

Lester

For

Stale Dentists

Neil

Man Dragged to Death
The sale of tbe fsoo.ooo state
bighw.iv bonds which were to have
been sold last Monday, has bet o
postponed until Monday, July 13,
when they will be sold by State
Treasurer Ü. N. Marrón. The
postponement was caused by the
failure of the state supreme court
to hand down its decision ir. the
test case against O. N. Marrón by
.
: j :..
v4irun
wuku iuc diuni.
t.
of tbe bid of a Kansas City firm
j was tried.

ed With Native Stone In The
Immediate Future.

Friends

At The Conventions
While driving down the bill Sat
urday afternoon from tbe Dlace of
celebration, in company with her
parents and other members of the
family, Matilda Mares was thrown
from the conveyance and suffered a
broken leg when the rear wheel on
the right side snapped off at the
bub, spilling the occupants to the
ground. Her leg was broken be
tween tbe hip and the knee of the
left limb and sustained few minor
scratches, Tbe other occupants
were not injured. Tbe girl who is
13 years old was taken to her home
where a local physician set the

Important Feeder To Be Rock Ballast-

of it which

Makes Appropriation

Dines With President
Henry Ford, tbe Detroit manufacturer, who was invited by President Wilson last week to call at
tbe White House to discuss busi
ness conditions has accepted tbe
invitation and is taking lunch with
the president today. He is under
stood to agree witb the president's
opinion that tbe outlook for busi

Esta Suit, a farmer living near
Anniston, southeast of Logan, was
dragged to death by a mule. Suit
roped the mule, wbich was a vicious one, in the corral, and in
some manner a loop on the other
end of tbe rope caught Suit's leg.
Tbe mule started to run and ran
several miles over the ranch before
Suit could be rescued. His skull
was tracturéd and he was almost

ness is good.

unrecognisable.

COLFAX"

Rocky Mt. Route

Brick Veneer

At Raton This

When Buggy

OF

Santa Fe To Ballast

Claims Big

State Convention

Girl Injured

NO. 27

KINGDOM

Cimarron

Will Have

Crosses The Divide

THE

TO

Anders Hotel

Well Known Pioneer

er Having Lived

KEYS

JULY 9. 1914.

The seventh annual meeting of
the New Mexico State Dental Society will be held in Tucumcari,
July 10, 11 and 11. The State
Board of Examiners will hold their
meeting on Monday, Tuesday and
Wednesday.
The meetings will be held at the
Elks Home and it is expected that
the attendance will number about
40 or 50 members during tbe convention.
Color plate printing,
there is, at tbe News.

Rocky Mountain extension one of
its most important feeders is gleaned from the report that this route
is to be rock ballasted between Raton, and Ute Park work on wbich is
tobe started in the near future.
The ballasting of this ropd bed-wil-l
improve tbe road immensely
and afford more rapid communication witb the outside world, also
tbe comfort of passengers will be
greatly ameliorated to and from
the main line, as the road is quite
rough tbe entire way, so that large
engines from the main line cannot
be pressed into service at certain
times when heavy loads must be
hauled.
Rock will be crushed in the Cimarron Canon, supposed to be of
very fine quality for this class of
work, in fact tbe finest in tbe state
that can be quarried with little expense to the railway company, so
it is learned.
,

New Change
Made At

Packing House
W. A. Merrill, who has been the
efficient manager of the Rocky Mt.
Supply company the past few years
resigned his position with the com
pany on July 1, to go into tbe cattle business on bis own accord as
soon as he can purchase a ranch at
a suitable location in this county.
Mr. Men ill was an efficient manager and is one of the best cattle
buyers in the southwest. He has
hosts ol friends in tbe county who
wish him success in tbe future.
Henry & Springer is tbe new
manager of the company and undoubtedly will carry on the busi-nes- s
on tbe same high plane as did
his predecessor.
Having grown
up in the cattle industry, he is in a
position to thoroughly understand
tbe business and overcome many of
tbe obstacles that are inevitable.

Heavy Roads
Suspend Tourist
Traffic Temporarily

Tourist traffic through tbis
is temporarily suspended owing to the heavy conditions of tbe
highways caused by the rains of
tbe past few days. Many autoes
are stalled along the route between
Ute Park and Raton awaiting tbe
drying of tbe roads to warrant locomotion to other points.
The
highways as a whole are in good
condition though heavy at this
time. It is believed tbat they will
be dry enough for auto travel withbest
in a day or no, when tourist traffic
tbe
will again take on new Ufa,
sac-tio- n

CIMARRON NEWS.

AN EPITOME OF
LATE LIVE NEWS
CONDENSED
RECORD OF THE
PROGRESS OF EVENTS AT
HOME AND ABROAD.

BROUGHT

STATE NEWS

FOREIGN.

The Swedish parliament received a
petition signed by SSo.noo women urging woman's enfranchisement.
Henry Wlllard Denlson. legal adviser of the Japanese department of
foreign affairs since 1880. died Id
in St. Luke's American
hospital at
Tokio.

OF INTEREST TO ALL
NEW MEXICO

DATKS

July
M

t'rtlnn Npki Hrrvlre.
FOR 4'OMIMU KVKMT.
N.

M

N. Ct.

Institute of Hclenro and Bewoman with two reher pocket waa arrested In
lli. Democratic State Convention
London at the gates of Buckingham
State Convention
palace, where sbe demanded entrance Aug.
at
Aumi st Meeting Htat Press Ass'n at
FROM ALL SOURCES and Insisted on seeing King Oeorge
An
treaty
arbitration
between
State Convention
at Albuquerque.
France and Argentina was signed by Sept.
ll ban Juan County Fair at
Henry Jullemler, the French minister
Astee.
AVINGS. DOINGS. ACHIEVE
County Fair at Farming-ton- .
to Argentina, and .lose Luis Murature, Hept.
MENTS. SUFFERINGS, HOPES
Argentenlnan minister for foreign af- Nov. Il-t- 6
Meeting State Teachers'
Association at Albuquerque.
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.
fairs at Buenos Ayres.
Reporta received at Canton. China,
San Miguel county will hold a fair
say that 10,0no persons have been at l.as Vegas thla fall.
Weat.rn Nrwapnper Datos New Servio.
drowned In tbe West river floods,
It is suit. d that a $100.000 hotel will
WESTERN.
which this year are worse than usual, be erected at Silver City.
and that deaths from starvation In the
will take a vote on
Fort
At the result of Independence Day affected districts have
been numer- "wet or Sumner
dry" on August 10th.
celebrations throughout the country ous.
nine are reported dead and 6U1 laAlamogordo is making heavy ship
President Menocal pardoned Enrita red.
s of early peachea to EI Paso and
que Maza, the Cuban Journalist, who
One man was stabbed and another
Oklahoma.
August, 1912, was sentenced to two
beaten into unconsciousness in a bat- in
Farmington Is shipping one hundred
years Imprisonment for astle between striking; Ice wagon drivers and a half
Hngh
saulting
S. Gibson, then charge crateu of cherries dally. The crop is
and
at St. Louis.
of the American legation at reported large.
Captain Andrew Iewls, pioneer ves- d'affaires
New Mexico will have a display of
Havana, Cuba.
sel mastsi on the Oreat Lakes and a
gems of the value of $25,000 at the
presence
In
the
Emperor
of
Francis
member of the Western Association
Joseph, the Archduke Charles Francis San Diego exposition.
at California Pioneers, die! at ChiA number of farmers on the plains
Joseph, the new heir to the throne,
cago.
Application for a receiver for the many archdukes and archduchess, claim they will harvest thirty bushels
Cincinnati, Hamilton A Dayton rail- cabinet ministers, diplomats and high of wheat to the acre.
Governor McDonald has appointed
way was made In Federal Court at military and civil officials funeral
Cincinnati by the Bsnkers' Trust Com- services for the Archduke Francis Viola K. Reynolds, of Springer, Colfax
Ferdinand and his wife, the Duchess county, a notary public.
pany of New York.
of Hohenberg, who were assassinated,
The Albuquerque fair this fall will
The twenty-firs- t
annual convention were held In Vienna.
have a comprehensive exhibit of the
of the Baptist Young People's Union
or America, met Jointly with the Bapsheep growing Industry.
8PORT.
tist Young People's Union of the
The Silver City Power Company will
South, at Kansas City.
soon enlarge Its plant and install a
of
Testera
Killn
Urtnr
nab.
A reward of $100 has been offered
Clubs
Won. Lost. Pet. 250 horse power oil engine.
.(.A
44
St
by the United States government for Denver
Mrs. M. T. Fortune, mother of E. L.
City
42
8loux
St
.80
the spprehension of Guillermo
Rod41
8t. Joseph
.564 Fortune, county clerk of Socorro
tt
14
40
Lincoln
.141
riguez Aguinaldo, said to be a son of Dps Mnines
county, died at the age of eighty-seven- .
IB
.BIO
St
the former leader of the Filipino in- Omaha
S4
40
.450
Land Commissioner R. P. Ervlen
47
Wichita
.117
surgents.
tl
4T
Topeka
XI
signed up land selection ligja covering
.?
Twenty-sipersons were Injured,
about 100,000 acres In various counties
I .each
six of them seriously, when a Fourth
Cross won a decision over of the state.
of
twenty-rounJuly excursion train on the Red Watson
In their
Crops are reported growing at a
Georgia Southern and Florida rail- fight at San Diego., Cal.
rapid pace all through Qua; county.
road collided bead on with a Macon
Jack Brlttou of Chicago defeated
and Birmingham railroad local pas- Johnny Griffith of Akron, Ohio, in a Wheat harvest is on and an idle man
Is a curiosity.
senger train several miles south of twelve-rounbattle at Canton, Oblo.
The Roswell Military Institute is
Macon, Ga.
Glen Boyd of Denver won the
now ranked by the War Department
Mannings,
Sholl
negro,
killed
a
Jiotorcycle race at Dodge City,
eight other negroes at Branchvllle, Kan., in 4 hours 25 minutes and 26 as one of the ten distinguishtd military schools in the country.
Tex., with a
ax because seconds.
D. H. StevenEon of Maxwell, has cut
he suspected they had charged him
Fred Parks of Sidney knocked out and stacked 150 tons of alfalfa this
with horse theft. Twice, when ar- Young
Stanley Ketchell of Denver In spring from 100 acres ofland that was
rested at small towns on the charge three rounds of a scheduled
planted to alfalfa only laat year.
Mannings broke Jail. Posses are
bout at Sidney, Nebr.
searching for him.
At thirteen hundred feet more oil
Benny Chavez of Trinidad knocked was found In the hole of the
Seven
The 6,000 men in the four regiments out Harry Lub of Denver
In the sixth Rivers Oil & Gas Company southwest
of the Iowa national guard will be round of a
fifteen-rounscheduled
vaccinated for typhoid fever before bout at central park at Trinidad, of Artesla. Also considerable gas. '
"Pumpkin Pie Day," Maxwell's
they report for duty in Des Moines Colo.
festival, may be doomed. There
August 10 for the raaneuvocs camp,
Albuquerque,
of
Jack
Waa
Torres
Is now more than a possibility that
according to a statement by Adjutant
given
the decision over Pete Jensen It may be changed to "Gooseberry Pie
General Guy lx)gan. The maneuvers
Day."
will be held at Camp Dodge from of Denver at the end of a
bout before the New Mexico Athletic
August 10 to 19. '
The Gypsy Queen Mining Company
club at Albuquerque.
Torres earned has acquired title to the Madero mine
Governor Dunne of Illinois, acting the decision.
at Steins. The purchase price Is
on the recommendation of the State
More than fifty tired, dusty but exIt is a good producer, running
Board of Pardons, commuted the sentence of Lillian B. Conway, an actress, tremely Joyful motorists came into i ri in $8 up per ton.
Work has begun on twó Mg imwho with her husband, Charles New- Canon City at the end of the first
Auto provements to the United States in
ton Conway, was convicted of thf! day's run of the
murder of Miss Sophie Singer of Derby. It was a day of Ideal driving, dtan Industrial school Dear Santa Fé,
Baltimore, in Chicago, and seutenced of fast time and one where everybody consisting of a glC.OOO brick building
had a good day's sport.
mid a large reservoir.
to life In the penitentiary.
Traveling at the rate of seventy-eigh- t
Warden J. B. McMaimn returned to
WASHINGTON.
miles an hour, Eddie Ricken-bache- r Santa Fé from Colorado bringing back
drove his car to victory in the with him Ignacio Ramirez,
the convict
President Wilson baa nominated
automobile race at Sioux who escaped from a road rump at Las
"'liarles D. Mackay of Wlnnemucca, City. Ia., and captnred 810,000 of the Vegas some time ago.
Nev., to be register of the land office $25,000 prise. $15ooo being divided
David Stltzel. one of the original loamong the other contestants.
at Carson City.
cators of Hillsboro. died from the efRegulations for the protection of
The summer meeting of tbo Denver
animals In Alaska were Fair and Rucing Association wound fect of h stroke of paral.vK.is. He wan
years of age and k vetpromulgated by Secretary Kedfield of up on the 4th In a blaze of glory. One seventy-eigh- t
of the civil war.
eran
the Department of Commerce.
yet
of the largest crowds that have
'fhe Republican state convention to
That he must accept peace on the attended the meeting was present to
terms ol tbe United States or take bis see the running of the Farewell nominate candidates for Congress anc
chances for American Intervention was handicap, a sprint of six furlongs, In the state corporation commission,
on Monday,
the word sent to General Carrariza.
which every crack runner at the will meet at Santa F
President Wilson sent a special track was entered. The rich purse August 24, at 10:30 a. pi.
message to Congress urging immediwent to that classy mare Lady
The Sania Fé will build an $18,000
daughter of the world-famedepot at Silver City.
ate appropriation of $200,000 for the
relief of those homeless and destitute Ogden and the sensational mare BreWork has boon started on the entire
men.
In the Salem, Mass., fire.
rebuilding Of the telephone system of
tbe Mountain States Telephone and
and
Mrs. Hannah Nickoll. forty-five- ,
Telegraph Company in tbe city of SanGENERAL.
her daughter 8arah, seventeen years
ta Fé ni in cost of $50,000.
old. were burned to death and four
c. Wtlla of Denver was awarded an
persons were seriously injured In a
Theodore Roosevelt has reaigned
tenement at No. .'rom tbe editorial staff of The Out- $Kt,ooo contract for the grading of
fire in the
twenty miles of narrow gnuge railroad
1
East One Hundred and Twelfth look.
street.
Three men and a woman were letween Caliente and Madeira, for the
George Fred Williams' latest at- killed when a dynamite bomb, said Denver A Rio Grande Railway Comtack on the Albanian situatiop waa to be the most powerful ever used In pany. Work to begin at once and be
discussed at the cabinet meeting. New York, exploded with tremendous completed lu three months.
Secretary Bryan would say no more force In an apartment tenanted by
U. S. District Judge William H.
than that the resignation of the min- Industrial Workers of the World. The Pope of Santa Fé has granted a new
ister to Greece had neither been re- upper part of tbe
tenement trial In tbe case of Okie Jane Zimmerceived nor requested.
house In which the bomb waa being man vs. the A. T. ft 8. F. This was
a damage suit brought by Mrs. ZimFully Instructed on tbe Washington, made waa wrecked.
following the killing of her
government's attitude toward every
The Denver office of the United merman
phase of the Mexican problem, John States Express Company la a thing of husband by Mrs. Cariey. an employé
R, silMman left for Haitllla to repre- the past, aa are tbe offices of tbe com- of the railroad at Ricardo.
R. A. Prentice of Tucumcari waa re
sent the Uulted States at tbe tempor- pany in thousands of cities throughary capital of General Carranxa, first out the country. July l saw the big cently chosen president at Carrtzozo
chief of the constitutionalists.
concern close tbe doors of Its offices of the Inter state Postal Highway As
Speaker Clark was notified that he for tbe last time. With sixty years snciatlon; C J. Rollamd. farrizoso secbad been made a doctor of laws by of successful operation behind It the retary and treasurer, and an executive
Bethany college, the West Virginia officers and stockholders several committee compoied of charles H.
in months ago decided to dissolve the Kohn or Montoya; C. E McGlnals.
school from which he graduated
a, of his class.
lo
The
the
at
corporation and retire from tbe field. Santa Rosa, and J. R. Gilbert, Ala
im
speaker can now write: "Champ The Denver office of the company inogordo.
Tests are being made bv the Empire
Clark. A. B , LL. B , A. M , IX D."
bad been In operation for thirty years.
Fifteen naval officers, several of I When he waa called on to decide Zinc Company for the, eHiabliahinent
hem captalna with distinguished rec whether be would remain a widower at Pinos Altos of a concentrator to
active careers upon and thereby enjoy a fortune of $600,-00- handle the ores from the Cleveland
ords, end
tlon of the dreaded
the reco
or remarry and be compelled to group of mines recently acquired, tb
"plucklui
nay, Frank Palmer power plant to be located In Hanover
renounce t
port on the nomina Seare. din
A faro
f the Boston Y. M.
Th
Miller of Ban Fran C. A.. chos
iber the boy
tlou of A
ttter course.
in years on tbe fed-i- l
trade exainln
cisco to
Karolyi, leader of who
Count M I
waa ordered by the
eral reaei
party In the Hun
the Indupei
Senate b
garlan pari
in. arrived In New
York on tbe steamship Vaterland, to
resume In earnest the labor of bring
I
log to the $.000,004) Hungarians in
I
Morgan
thla country a sense of tbe plight of of reports.
I
(leans of Oklahoma, legs
their countrymen at home.
A

In

tiii-ii-

s
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300-mll- e

short-handle-

Ramon Vigil, After Shooting Spouse
Through Heart, Takes Corpse to
Dead Woman's Brother.

d

ten-roun- d

d

Wen

Crwvpftpur

t'ntnn New

AGED CHICAGO COUPLE, DAUGHTER AND B AfS E, LATE8T VICTIMS, KILLED IN SLEEP.

Serví.

Carrltoio. N. M. The story of the
shooting of his wife by Ramon Vigil,
seventy-fivyenra old. as the two were
driving on the Ruidoso road a mile
from San Patricio, taxes belief and in
view of the age of the criminal and
the cold blooded deliberation with
which he perpetrated the deed. It is
doubtful If a more shocking crime has
ever been committed In the state.
According to the story of the murder, Jesus Morales, trudging along the
road homeward with a sack of flour
on his back, passed Vigil and bis wife
sitting in their buggy at the side of
the road. Morales had barely passed
couple when he heard a shot fired
and saw Mrs. Vigil fall forward Into
the bottom of the buggy.
Morales
dropped his sack of flour and ran for
his life. There were two other eye
witnesses to the killing of Mrs. Vigil,
and from their testimony it appears
that Vigil who la over seventy five
years old, and several times a great
grand father, had Jumped out of the
buggy, walked around behind It and deliberately shot his wife In the back.
Vigil then got Into the buggy, covered
up the body of his wife with an old
quilt, placed the body between his
knees and drove a half mile down the
road to the house of Juan Maes, a
brother of the murdered woman, and
said, "I have brought your sister to
vou dead." The woman was shot in
the middle of the back with a 45 caliber pistol, the bullet passing entirely
through the body, splitting the heart
In two and coming
out the breast
Death must have been Instantaneous.
After his arrest Vigil gave up his pistol, which had but the one empty
chamber. At the preliminary hearing
before Justice of the Peace Leopoldo
Gonzales, Vigil plead guilty but assigned no cause for the deed. He later told the sheriff, however, that he
had been drunk for three days before
this time and was crazy.
Sheriff Cole Btarted for San Patricio
Immediately and placed Vigil under arrest. There were many threats made
against the life of the murderer and it
is likely that but for the prompt arrival of Mr. Cole on the scene, an attempt would have been made to lynch
him, as the feeling was running high
against him especially among the relatives of the murdered woman. Sheriff
Cole kept a close guard over him during the night and brought him In here
to Jail the next morning.
It Is rumored that Vigil killed a
former wife several years ago In ColoMi-

rado.
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Civil Service Examination Datea,
Santa Fé. Secretary Berardlnelli of
the local civil service board, announces the dates of examinations to
be held here, as follows:
July 1 3 Metallurgical engineer
(male) salary $3,000 to $4,000. Assistant Miülng Engineer (male) $1,800
to $2,000 a year, Bureau of Mines, Department of the Interior, for service at
Pittsburg, Pa.
July 22. Transltman (male) in Forest Service. Dental .Interne, at Washington, D. C. Map Colorlst, at Washington. D. C.

July

Instrument maker (male)
per diem, at NaVal Observatory, Washington, D. C. Assistant in
Horticultural education (male) $1,800
to $2,500 In experiment stations, Department of Agriculture, Washington,
D. C. Assistant In Plaut Malnutrition
(male). Bureau of Plaut Industry, Department of Agriculture, Washington,
D. C. $1,800 to $2,400 a year.
at
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AXMAN SLAYS

MURDER OF WIFE BY AfiED HUSBAND MOST SHOCKING.

PEOPLE

WHIi-r-

DEAD SISTER

Stabbed Three Times in Back.
Springer. News was received here
stating that Henry Fair, a cattle man,
formerly a resident of Springer, was
Htahlted tbre times in the back at Roy
by Tom Miller, a dry farmer of near
Roy. Miller attacked Farr from behind
and sunk the blade of a pocket knife
into his bgck three times before Farr
could defend himself. Mr. Farr knows
of no reason why he was assaulted.
He will recover.
Ranch Near Hope Brings $6,000.
Carlsbad. H. E. "Tod" Barber and
Dr. F. F. Doepp bought the twenty-fou- r
section ranch, four miles south of
Hope, belonging to Hugh Gage and
Rich Bell, paying $6,000 for it. The
deal did not mclude any cattle, but
the new owners will stock tbe ranch
and engage In the cattle business on
an extensive scale.

Fire at Roy Does $40r000 Damage.
Roy. A fire which started from
some unknown cause caused a loss of
$50,000 here, the buildings being those
of the Goodman Mercantile Company,
the Dunbar building and the Palace
bar.
Deputy Sheriff Kills Ex Soldier.
Silver City. While attempting to
collect a fine Imposed upon n
by the name of Crosby at Mos
gollón, Deputy
if Tom Moore
was compelled to shoot and kill the
man after two shots had been fired at
him.
Many Snakes In Eastern New Mexico.
Tucumcari. Whether as a result of
.
.. ... .. . j
largo la the plains country this vear.

SEARCH FOR "HUSBAND"
FIEND BEGAN CRIMSON CAREER
AT COLORADO SPRINGS SEVERAL YEARS AGO.

ÍLV
Every

from Sevilla, long famed)

one

the hone of tbe world best oHvee.
Chary the pick of tbe crop Is offered I
the Ubby label.
as

Sweet, Sour and Dill Fickle
Nature's finest, pot up
made kind and all yew trouble.
Tbis extra quality is true of
.11 Ubby. Pickles and Con- atrásate and gain is real

Chicago. A quadruple murder committed with an ax waa reported In the
suburb or Blue Island. The victims
were a man and bis wife, their mar
rled daughter and her child. The report to tbe coroner Indicated they
were slain aa they slept. Tbe victims
were Jacob Neslesa, a German laborer
aged 62 years; hi wife; their daughter aged 26 years and the letter's Infant child.
Whether the butchery waa tbe work
of a maniac or of a person seeking revenge waa not disclosed In tbe first
cursory Investigation. It was learned
that the young mother had been llv-igaway from her husband for a year
and efforts to find blm were begun.
The murderer, according to Benjamin Knlrsch, chief of police of Blue
Island, proceeded with great deliberation. Nothing was taken from the
house. It was the home of a laborer,
and the few trinkets the Inmates
boasted were of slight value.
The crime waa discovered by Jacob
Nesiesla, Jr., a son of the old couple.
He told the police his sister's
name was Hamilton.
Tbe murderer is believed to be the
mysterious axman who started his red
career at Colorado Springs several
years ago. Six persons, members ot
two families, were slain there one
night, their heads crushed In with an
Sx. Tbe crime waa the first of many
unsolved murders that since have baffled the police of tbe country.
A list of the
"ax murders'4
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Throw Away

your complexion troubles with your
powder puff
no need of' either

when you use pure, harmless

Face
Pomade

"The ALL DAY BEAUTY POWDER"
At all dealers or by mail 50c

Zona Co.. Wichita. Kansas.
LAUGH

ON

OLD

CAL

CLAY

Jack London Makes a Comparison
Story That Haa the Elementa

In

of Humor.

Jock London said In Vera Cruz,
wbero he was sojourning as a war
correspondent:
"Some of these young war correspondents whom I see about me are
aa Ignorant of war correspondence-shias old Cal Clay was Ignorant ot
astronomy.
"I found old Cal Clay sitting In his
shirt sleeves on bis front stoop one
day, puffing like mad on bia pipe, and
never getting a puff of smoke from 1L
"As I drew near he utruck three
follows:
H. C. Wayne, wife and child, and matches and held them to the bowl;
Mi
A. J. Burnham and two children, he sucked and sucked till his cheeks
Colorado Springs, Colo., Sept., 1911.
seemed to meet inside; still never a
William E. Dawson, wife and daugh- puff of smoke.
ter, Monmouth, 111., October, 1911.
"And burnt matches lay all round
William Showman, wife and three his chair. There must have been a
children, Ellsworth, Kansas, October, boxful of them.
" 'Why. Cal.' I said, what on earth
1911.
Hollin Hudson and wife, Paola, Kan., are you doing?'
June, 1912.
"'That chump of a Wash White
J. B. Moore, four children and two been tryin' to fool me, I expect,' said
girl guests, Villisca, la.
he, and he took another futile puff and
put his pipe down In disgust. That
OREGON ROBBERS CONFESS.
chump Wash told me ifI smoked a
bit of glass I could see the spots on
Dead Bandit Proves to Be Cousin of the sun."
Whitney, Wyoming Desperado.
Pendleton, Ore. Albert Meadows of
BALD PATCH ON HEAD
Louisville, Ky and Clarence Stoner, LARGE
formerly of Lincoln county, Wyo., adLongmonL Colo. "About one year
mitted here that they, with a bandit
ago our little girl was bothered greatly
who was killed, held up the
Railway and Navigation with what seemed a very bad case of
Company's passenger train No. 6 near dandruff. Her beautiful hair got dry
and dead and flew in all directions.
Meocham, Ore.
Tbe dead man, they said, was One morning I noticed a large bald
Charles Manning, cousin of Hugb patch on her bead, larger than a dolWhitney, a notorious desperado. Whit lar, covered with tiny blisters surrounded with an angry red ring. They
ney, tbe men said, gave Manning-tbwatcb by which the body was first Anally began running. They Itched
Identified aa that of Whitney himself. and she never rested at nlghL
"It waa pronounced a bad case of
Meadows and Stoner were caught at
Hlllgard, Ore., and most of their eczema, I was given a prescription
booty
us recovered. Stoner now Uvea which I continued to use till my baby's
at Htlgard, Ose. F. W. Stoffer of head was entirely covered with sores
Cokeville, Wyo., Identified tbe dead and she had lost all her hair. She waa
compelled to wear a silk cap and I
bandit as Manning, his brothor-in-law- .
thought she was disfigured for life. A
recomIra Morris Named Minister to Sweden. visitor in our neighborhood
Washington. Ira N. Morris, Chicago mended Cuticura Soap and Ointment
packer, was nominated by President I used the Ointment at night and gave
ber a shampoo in the morning with,
Wilson 'or minister to Sweden.
the Cuticura Soap. In leas than three
months my girl was entirely healed."
ASK CABINET MEN TO QUIT.
(Signed) Mrs. Q. E. Dllts, Apr. 8, 1914.
Cuticura Soap and Ointment sold
Carranza Expels Villa's Aide from
throughout the world. Sample of each
Rebel Army as Split Widens.
free.with 32-- Skin Book. Address postTorreón. Méx.. July 7. The
conference at Torreón waa card "Cuticura, Dept U Boston." Adv.
ID a hopeless deadlock last night. It
Ruin Threatening Him.
was said that both tbe Carranxa and
The great pianist waa weeping bitViiia delegates
had demanded the
elimination of certain advisers of both terly.
"What is it?" asked his devoted
the constitutionalist commander In
chief and bis northern zone com- wife.
"In a few more years I shall have to
mander to which neither side would
agree. Practically all Carransa's cabi- desist from my beloved pianoforte
net and most ail of Villa's advisers my b:r is coming out something
fierce."
were requested to resign.
It waa reported that Gen. Garrama
Important to Mothers
had issued an ordsr expelling Geh.
Examine carefully every bottle ot
Felipe Angeles from the constitutionCASTORIA, a safe and sure remedy fot
i
alist army.
i
Infanta and children, and see that it
Thla waa taken as a retaliatory
Bears the
measure against the Villa faction after
tbelr action In confiscating national Signature of
funds and imprisoning Carranza's of- In Use For Over 30 TÚn
ficials at Juares.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Gastoria
Washington. As viewed from here,
the Mexican situation appeared to be
Welcome Words.
at a standstill, so far as plans for the
Muriel (after the fifth solo) Proproposed conference between tbe confessor Bonetlcklar can mako a piano
tending factions over Mexico's internal fairly talk, can't he?
Waverly (suppressing a yawn) 1
affairs was concerned.
wish he'd try to make It aay goodFormer Wife's Love Survives.
night. Judge.
Mrs. Earl McOUl, wife of
Denver.
the physician who was shot by Daniel
Be happy. Use Red Cross Big Blue:
Funk at Wray, is inclined to take phil- much
better than liquid blue. Delu-hosophically thd news that bar husband tbe
laundress.
All grocers.
Adv.
obtained a secret divorce from her
and married the former Mrs. Funk the
Too Much ot Oris.
next day.
First Actor Did you get a notice
Camera Man'a Bo4 Pound.
of your performance laat night?
Cañón City. The body of Owen CarSecond Ditto Yes a notice to quit.
ter, camera man who lost his life In
the Arkansas river near Canon City
A Tin Wedding
In an effort to save Miss Gruoe
"An' phwat'a a Un wedc'lu'. Fa4?"
motion picture star, waa recov"Hhure," it's when ye've been marered in Canon City.
ried Un years.
bus-band'-s
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CIMARRON

could not tell whether he
he seemed to be or not
like treachery to him, this
be a simple
It

RET

uncertain-matter to
corroborate Mr. Arrelsford at once,
and It occurred to her that she had no
option. But coincident with the question flashed Into her mind something
she had forgotten which made It
possible for her to answer In another
way. Thus, she andera tood that the
life of her hover bung upon her de-
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Obnfdrt
lost one ion and another
''.fromhaswounds.
tv
She reluctantly

Mr.
dyln-

Varas?,

wife of

I

-

her cotwnt for Wilfred, the youngeat.to
loin the army if hi father consent. The
mu are making their last assault In
n effort to rapture Richmond. Kdlth
Varney secures from President Davis
commission for Capt. Thorne. who Is Just
recovering from woundi a chief of the
telegraph at Richmond. Capt. Thorn
tells Kdlth he ha been onlerad away.
Hhe declares he must not
o and tells
mm of the commission from the pi
dent. Mr. Arrelsford of the Confederate
secret service, a rJoted
ultor of
Edith', detect Jonaa. Mrs. Vrny'
butler rarnrlnsr a note from a nrlsoner
In i.n.tiy prison. Amlaford upects It
is inwnaoa lor Thome
Th not read;
leh
Arrelsford declares Thome Is
.'Wis Dumnnf nf
th ITndentl secret
wrvle. and that his brother Henry 1 a
prisoner In Ubby. Edftb refuse to believe and
that Thorne be
with the prlaoner aa a teat. An
order comes from General Varney for
wjlfred to report to the front at once.
Kdlth Is forced to carry out her part In
the teat of Thorne. The prisoner Is thrust
Into the room alone with Thorne. who
rco(rnlsea him aa his elder brother. Henry Dumont. They put up a fake fight
and Henry accidentally kills himself.
Caroline Mltford. Wilfred's sweetheart,
ffoee to the war department telegraph
office to aend a message to Wilfred. Arrelsford suspects a double meaning and
refuse to let It go through. He and
Kdlth secrete themselves to watch Thorn,
whose arrival Arrelsford expect. Thorne
takes charge of the telegraph office.
Arrelsford and Kdlth
e Thorne alter a
dispatch from the secretary of war.
Thome la ahot In the wrist by Arrs4sford
when he attempts to send It Arrelsford
calls the guard, and when they appear
Thome turns the tables by ordering the
arrest of Arrelsford. The removal of Ar- re Is ford I (topped by the arrival of Oen- ral Randolph. Thorne again
begins
endin the dispatch. Arrelsford protests.
declaring Thorne I lending a forged
order to weaken the lines of defensa.
suR-re-

CHAPTER XIV. Continued.
was some mistake, air,"

There

be
answered, saluting.
"Ah!" cried Arrelsford, a note of
triumph In his voice.
"Who made It?" asked the general.
"I got an order to go to the president's house," returned Foray, "and
when I got there the president "
Thorne made one last attempt to
complete his message.
"Beg pardon, general, this delay will
he most disastrous. Permit me to go
on with this message. If there's any
mistake, we can rectify It afterward."
He seised the key and continued
ending the message as he spoke.
"No!" cried Arrelsford.
General Randolph either did not
hear Thorno's speech or heed it, or
else he did not care to prevent him.
and he continued his questioning.
"Where did you get this mistaken
order?" he asked.
But Arrelsford, Intensely alive to
"what was going on, Interposed.
"He's at it again, sir!"
"Halt, there!" said General Randolph. "I ordered you to wait."
The dispatch was almost complete.

Mía

Commhv

Thorne began to send the message
again. "Sergeant, seise that man and
keep him from that machine."
Well, the iast hope was gone. As
the sergeant stepped forward to execute his orders, Thome, desperately
determined to the last clicked out a
letter, but he was cut short In the middle of a word. The sergeant and two
man dragged him away, chair and all,
from the table, and two others posted
themselves In front of the key.
"I will have you
for
this, sir," said General Randolph
angrily.
"You will have to answer yourself,"
cried Thorne, playing the gam to the
last, "for the delay of a dispatch of
vital importance, sent by the secretary
of war."
"Do you mean that?" cried Ran-

It seemed

wo-il-

SERVICE
IN RICHMOND IN THE SPUING OF 1865

was what

cision.
With one brief, voiceless prayer to
God for guidance, she turned to Gen
eral Randolph, and It was well that
she spoke when she did, for the pause
had become Insupportable to Thorne
at least He had made up his mind
to relieve the dilemma and confess his
guilt so that the girl would not have
to reproach herself with a betrayal of
her lover or her cause, that she might
knot feel that she bad been found want
ing at the critical moment.
Indeed.
Thorne would have done this before
but his dutyas a soldier enjoined upon him the propriety, the imperative
necessity, of playing the gamo to the
very end. The battle was not yet over.
It would never be over until he faced
the firing party.
And then Edith's voice broke the
Hence that had become so tense w th

NEWS.

Captain Thorne, she said hi a tow
voice, giving him the old title,
moHe looked up at her, stopping

ment

"What I have done given yon time
to escape from Richmond," she con-

tinued.
"Escape!" whispered Thorne, clicking the key again. "Impossible!"
"Oh," said the girl, laying her hand
on bis arm, "you wouldn't do It
now!"
And again tho man's Angers remained poised over the key aa he
stared at her.
"I gave it to you to to save your
lita. I didn't think you'd use it for
anything else. Oh! You wouldn't!"
Her voice In its low whisper was
agonizing. It her race had been white
before, what could be said of It now?
In a flash Thorne saw all. She bad
been confident or his guilt, and sh
had sought to save his life because
she loved hlin, aud now because she
loved her country be sought to save
that too.
The call sounded, from the table
Thorne turned to it, bent over It, and
listened. It was the call for the message. Then lie turned to the woman.

She looked at him; Just one look. The
kind of a look that Christ might have
turned upon Pete after those denials
when he saw him in the courtyard
early on that bitter morning of beemotion.
"Mr. Arrelsford Is mistaken, Gen- trayal. "I saved you." the girl's look
eral Randolph," she said quietly, "Cap- seemed to say, "I redeemed you and
tain Thorne has the highest authority now you betray me!" She spoke no
In this office "
words, words were useless between
Arrelsford started violently and them. Everything had been said,
opened his mouth to speak, but General Randolph silenced him with a
look. The blood of the old general was
up, and it had become impossible for
dolph.
anyone to presume in the least degree.
"I mean Just that."
answered Thorne started, too. The bipod rushed
Thorne, "and I demand that you let to his heart. He thought he wosld
me proceed with the business of this choke to death. What did the girl
office. Before these officers and men mean ?"
I repeat that demand."
"Tho highest authority, sir," con"By what authority do you send that tinued Edith Varney, slowly drawing
dispatch?"
out the commission, which every one
"I refer you to the department, sir." but she had forgotten In the exclte- Show me your orders for taking ment, "the authority of the president
charge of this office."
l0f the Confederates States of Amer- "I refer you to the department, sir," lea."
answered Thorne stubbornly.
Will, she had done it for weal or for
"By God, sir!" continued General woe. She had made her decision. Had
Randolph hoUy. "I will refer to the it been a wise decision? Had she
department. Leave your men on acted for the best? What Interest
guard there, sergeant Go over to the had governed her, love for Thome,
war office. My compliments to the sec- love for her country, or love for her
retary of war, and ask him if he will own peace ofamlnd? It was In the
be so good as to "
hands of General Randolph now. The
But Arrelsford's evil genius prompt- girl turned slowly away unable to sused him to interpose again. When af- tain the burning glances of her lover
fairs were going to his liking he should and the vindictive stare of Arrelsford.
have let them alone, but fate seemed
"What's this?" said General Ranto be playing Into his hand, and he de- dolph.
"Umph!
A major's commis- Crushing the Commission In His Hand.
termined to make the most of it and sion. In command of the telegraph
everything had been done. She could
the chance.
department Major Thome, I congrat- only
go. Never woman looked at man
"Another witness! MIsb Varnsy," ulate you."
woman as these
nor man looked
he cried triumphantly, as he bowed
General Ran- two at each in rat
"That commission,
toward the window in which Edith had dolph!" exclaimed Arrelsford, his
The woman turned, she could trust
at that moment appeared. "She was voice rising, 'Met me explain how
herself no further. She went blindly
here with me, she saw it all. Ask
man followed
her."
"That will do from you, sir," said toward the door. The
General Randolph turned toward the the general, "you have made enough her slowly, crushing the commission
window and In his turn bowed to the trouble as It is. I suppose you claim In his hand, and ever as he went he
beard the sound of the call behind
girl.
that this Is a forgery,
halfway between the
"Miss Varney," he asked courteous"Let me tell you, sir," persisted the him. He atopped
door and the table and watched her
ly, "do you know
anything about secret service agent.
go, and trun he turned.
this?"
"You have told me enough as It la.
understanding
Lieutenant Foray
"About what, sir?" answered Edith Sergeant, take him over to headquarnothing of what had transpired, but
In a low voice.
,
ters."
hearing the call, had taken Thome's
"Mr. Arrelsford claims that Captain
"Fall In there!" cried the sergeant
Thorne is acting without authority in of the guard. "Two of you take the place before the table He had the
dispatch about which there had been
this office and that you can testify to prisoner. Forward march ! "
so much trouble, and upon which the
that effect," was the general's answer.
Two men seised Arrelsford. and the
whole plan turned. In his hand before
rest of them closed about him. To do him.
CHAPTER XV.
the man Justice, he made a violent
"They are calling for that dispatch,
struggle and was only marched out at
he Bald as Thome stared at him
sir,"
Love snd Duty at ths Touch.
the point of the bayonet, protesting In agony.
"What shall I do with It?"
Thome's case was now absolutely and crying:
"8end It." said the other hoarsely.
hopeless. By the testimony of two
"For God's sake, he's In the Yankee
"Very good, air," answered Foray,
witnesses a thing Is established. All secret service! He'll send that disthat Arrelsford had seen Edith had patch out. H1b brother brought In the seating himself and taking hold of
the key, but the first click of the
seen. All that be knew, she knew. signal tonight!"
to action.
She had only to speak and the plan
AH the way down the corridor he sounder awakened Thorne
"Stop!" He
"No, no!" be cried
had failed; the cleverly constructed could be heard yelling and straggling.
scheme would fall to pieces. His General Randolph paid not the slight- rushed forward and seized the disbrother's life would have been wasted, est attention to blm. He stepped over patch. "I won't do It!" he thundered.
nay more, his own Ufe also; for well to the telegraph table beside which With his wounded hand and his well
did he realise that the bold way he Thome stood and with all the force one he tore tbe dispatch Into fraghad played the game would the more of which he was capable the young ments. "Revoke the order. Tell them
certainly hasten his Immediate execu- man could hardly control the tremb- it was a mistake Instantly. I refuse to
,
act under tbla commission!"
tion. A spy In the Confederate capi- ling of his knees.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
tal!
"Major Thome," he said reprovingly
He could reproach himself with as Thorne saluted htm, "all this delay
Rug Selling Up to Date.
nothing. He had done his very best. has been your own fault. If you had
The possible customer You claim
Thorne, in the one word that Edith only had sense enough to mention this this Is a k ermine Turkish rug, do you?
Varney was to speak, would lose life, before we would have been saved a
The Wily Dealer EEt eea true,
honor and that for which he had damned lot of trouble. There's your
Zee ras la very genuine Turkrisked both. And he would lose more commission, sir." He handed It to ish.
than that He would lose the love of Thorne, who saluted htm again as one
The Customer It looks old and rag-gothe woman who had never seemed so In a dream. "Come, gentlemen," he
Just see that stain and these
beautiful to blm as she stood there, said to his officers, "I can't under- holes!"
erect, the very incama stand why they have to be so cursed
The Dealer Yes, madame. Zat eea
as were all 'he shy about their secret service orders! se proof. It Show sat se rug ees vary
tion of
wemen of the Confederacy.
And he Lieutenant, Foray ?"
genuine Turkey rug. Look, madame.
would lose more then ber love. He
"Yes, sir."
What you call se stain ess powder
would loae her respect His humtla
"Take your orders from Major burn, and all xe boles are bullet boles!
tlon would be her humiliation. Never Thorne."
Vary genuine Turkey rug, direct from
so long ss she lived could her mind
"Yes, sir," returned Foray.
se ser' of war. Only ninety dollars,
dwell on him with tenderness.
"Good night," said the general, for- madame.
He drew himself erect to meet bis getful of the fact apparently that
The customer promptly softens and
fate like a man and waited. The wait Edith Varney was still standing by the paya the price.
was a long one. Edith Vamey was window.
having ber own troubles. She knew
"Oood night, sir," answered Thorne.
Saw Chanca for Peace.
aa well as anyone the 'Importance of
Foray moved over to the table at
Goldstein enlisted In the army. He
ped to Ms waa sent to the Philippines, and there
her testimony. She had come from the right, while Thome
tho commissary gonersi'a vacant of former position, and his hand sought his regiment was ordered to subdue
fice and had been back r the window the key
At last he could send bis some native who were on the warlong enough to have beard the conver- message, there was nothing to prevent path. Before an engagement the capsation between General Randolph and him or Interrupt him now, be was in tain of Ooldatain'a company addressed
the two men. She was an unusually command Could ho get It through? his men. "Soldiers." be said, "we
girl and she realised the For a moment be forgot everything will soon meet our enemy face to
But that, as he clicked out the call face. Every man must do his duty."
situation to the full.
Her confidence In her lover had been again, but be had scarcely pressed "Couldn't
meet him flrit?" naked
shaken, undermined, restored, and the button when Edith Varney stepped Goldstein
"I'd like to compromise
shaken again, until her mind was In a to his side.
with him."
court-martiale- d

she"

too"

Love Held the Superior of Eugenics.
cignnlcs
Atlstitlc City. N I r-B.
lovn Is what
No Better
Beverage Than and more
the race needs, asid Dr. J. Rlchey
Thle Preparation Haa Ever
I?
of the Clovclund Homeopathic
Been Devisad.
Medics! College, who rend a paper on
(he bureau of sanThere Is probably no drink more re- sex hygiene before
Instl-lirfreshing and none that can be mora itary science of the Amnrlcnn
"Eugenics and
of Homeopathy.
attractively served than Iced tea. It
go hand in hand," Dr. Horcan be made before it is needed and education
should, however,
ner
said.
kept on hand, always chilled. It the he given "Children
Inntri'ctlon before the ago of
Ice box, or It can be made at a monine,
the Instruction shonld be
ment's notice, provided there Is plenty given snd
Individually
rather than in
of Ice, plenty of fresh boiling water
classes.'
and the right sort of tea on hand.
There are two methods of making
Bull Calf Sells for $20,000.
Iced tea and both have their exponChicago. A bull calf less than four
ents. One says to put cracked Ice months old was sold at nuctlon here
In a glass ond then put in a slice or for $20.000. antd to be a record price
so of lemon and. swoetness Is liked, a In the 1'nltod States. The purchasers
sufficient number of tumps of sugar. were C'hlrngoans.
The calf was born
Then make tea, rather strong, with Feb. W, Is a Holsteln and comes from
freshly boiling water. After tbe water famous pedigreed stock.
has stood on the ground for four or
five mlnutPR pour the tea on the Ice. Archduke and Wlfi Hssvily Insured.
Vienna. The news of the deeth of
a safeguard against broken glasses
Is to pnt a spoon In each glass. The Archduke Francis Ferdinand and
of ilohenbcrg recalls the fact
spoon serves as a conductor of heat.
InTbe other method for making Iced that the Inte archduke's life was
tea Is more economical, for, according sured with Dutch companies for
and that of his wife for
to It the tea Is made and poured Into
a big bottle, fruit Jar or covered Jug
or pitcher, when It Is sufficiently
No Race Suicide In Church.
strong and then stood In the Ice box
Chicago. Race sniclde Is not preuntil it is thoroughly chilled. Slices of
aclemon and sugar can be added before valent union:' church members,
or after It la served, and a lllUo cording to statistics presented at the
triennial convention of the Internachopped Ice adds not only to the
Sunday School Association.
In
but also to the sound of the tional years
since the last convention
tea snd nothing is more suggestive three
of refreshment when the mercury Is st San Francisco 347,261 babies have
bringclimbing then the sound of tinkling ice been added to the "cradle roll,"
ing the total membership of tbls deand glass.

ICED TEA FOR SULTRY DAYS
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if
'Captain Thorne Has the Highest
Authority in This Office."
Thorne ground bis teeth with rage In
his Impatience He had tried audacity
before, he would try It again.
"I was sent here to attend to the
business of this office and that business is going out," he said resolutely.
"No," aald General Randolph with
equal firmness, "It la not going out until 1 am ready tor It"
"My orders came from the war department, not from you, sir. This
came In half an hour ago," answered Thorne angrily, his voloe rising, "they are calling for It at the other end of the line. It's my business to
send H out and I am going to do It"
"Stop!" aald General Randolph, as
dis-patc-h

keen-witte-

d

OWE STARCH TO QUEEN BESS author of the times Henry Penchant
writes: "He Is not a gentleman, nor
Its Use Was Unknown In England Un- In the 'ashlon, whose band of Italian
3
work standeth blm not at least
til the Reign of the Great Womto áJB. Yet, a seamstress In Hoi burn
an Ruler.
told me that there are some of threeStarch was never heard of In Eng- score a pound apiece I" Fancy pay730 a dosen for
Queen Elisabeth ing such a sum aa
land until after
Elisabeth's fa- pne'e collars! Tho origin of the prescame to the throne
ther, bluff King Hal. was the first ent starched collar was the ruff. In
English monarch to wear any sort the year lie Queen Elizabeth first
That was very plain, used a coach. Her coachman came
of neckband.
about an Inch In depth, and made from Holland. Ha waa a man named
Vet only 60 year later an Boeman and bla wife brought with
of

l"

1

her from that country the art of clear
starching Soon afterward a certain
Mme. Dlughen came from the Netherlands and started a laundry with
A very
clear starchin In l.ondon
good thing she made of It, for the
daughters of worthy cltlsens crowded
to her to learn the art
Aa soon
aa starching became common a lurched
ruffs took the place of the thin band
of lace.

It la easier to deceive a girl than
to fool hwi fathers bull dog.

Accidental.
The southern blvouao attributes a
severe remark to Stonewall Jackson,
who wan not a man to speak 111 of another man without strong reasons. At
a council of generals early In tbe
war, one of them remarked that Major
was wounded, and would be unable to perform a certain duty for
which he had been auggated. Wounded!" said Jackson "If that I. really
so, I think It must have been by aa
accidental discharge ot bis duty Ia

Christian Register

and

n

BEST WAY OF DOING THINGS
Trio of Useful Aids to Good
wifery and Preservation of s
quil State of Mind.

HouseTran-

To make candles last double the
asual time, take each candle by the
wick and give It a good coat of white
vamlsh. Put the candles away a day
or two to let them harden. The varnish prevents the grease from running
down and so prolongs the life of the
candle.
To remove scorch marks on Unen
(unless they are very bad) cut an
onion In half and rub the scotched
part with It; then soak In cold water
The marks will soon disappear under
this treatment If they can be remedied at all.
To clean light colored or drab cloth
spata or gaitera and shoetops, peel and
wash some potatoes, then grate them
Into a basin, and while quite wet apply to the surface of the gaiters and
shoetops.
Put In the open air to diy

'

and then brash the grated potato

off

with a clean brush.
To mend a coal scuttle that has
holes In the bottom take a piece of
cork lmo or linoleum and cut as near
as possible to tbe shape and size of
the bottom of the scuttle: then scrape
the bottom of the scuttle until It is
quite clean. Next apply a moderate
amount of glue, and also put some on
the piece of linoleum. Place the Uno
or linoleum In the bottom of the coal
scuttle, 011 up with coal and allow to
stand a few hours. It will then be
firmly set, and the scuttle will last
quite a long time, "as good as new."
Boiled Peas snd Beans.
mother used to soak peas over
nlgbt (otherwise It takes all day to
boll them). In the morning wash tbem
and put In a kettle with twice as
much water as pess, a piece of salt
pork, let boll steadily, but be sure
to watch them, as the water bolls
away very soon.
Add more, as you
must keep them very moist. Salt and
pepper to taste. They are very tasty.
we think, avlvhen again mother used
to soak over nlgbt and In tbe morning wasb and put In bean pot. Boil a
little first to soften them, with a piece
of pork i mixed), pepper and salt, and
bake like beans, and they are fine. We
often on Wednesdays boll some beans
the same as peas, and they taste fine.
Hope you will try and like them.
Mary Clare. In Boston Globe.
Lamb a la Ruase.

Serve lamb very tenderly cooked
with a brown gravy to which slices of
lemon and cucumber (gherkin) have
been added
For the next course have ready a
rich pastry dough and roll It very thin,
a square In form. Spread this with a
savory forcemeat of chopped cooked
eggs snd
mushrooms, rice,
cold veal, moistened with butter and
broth, and roll It from edge to edge like
Put Into baking dish,
a
iprlnkle the top with bread crumbs and
It Is to be sliced aud
bake one hourerved with a wine sauce.
hard-boile-

1,037,-8S7- .

Fashion Dictates.
sorts of plaids and checks are
In great favor, especially for vests and
coatees.
All

Costs

Railroad

$10.000,000.

Washington. With tbe Sunt erne
Court's decision sustaining the Interstate Commerce Commission's
rate order, the way Is opened
for shippers to recover sums estimated ns great as $10.000,000 from
railroads, which have been charging
tbe old rates while the case was be
Ing fought through the courts. Reparation, If any, and the amount, will
have to be derided by the commission
in a separate action.
Inter-mounta- ln

YEAR'S RECORD GOLD FIND.
Discovery of Big Five at Leadvllle
Runs from $50 to $200 a Ton.
Ieadvllle, Colo. One of the best
gold ore strikes made n Iadvllle this
year If reported from the Big Four
mine, operated by the Big Five Mining
Company, of which Preston Gibson,
Washington, D. C, la president.
Detalla of the discovery are lacking,
but the find was made at a considerable depth. The ore body Is said to
be between three and four feet wide,
eighteen Inches of which will run $200
per ton. while the balance will average $50.
The Big Five company assumed
charge of the Big Four the first of the
year. The mine Is one of the best
d'.Btrlct and
known In the Leadvllle
has been producing for twenty yenr.
RATES FOR BIG FAIR IN 1915.

My

ma-dam-e.

pale-face-

partment In sixty-sevestates
provinces of North America to

Different Railroad Lines Msy

B Used
Exposition.
to Panama-PacifiSan Francisco. Round trip fares
from Eastern points to San FraiK'CO
exposition In
for the Panama-Pacifi131ft, as fixed by the railroads of the
Eastern Trunk I.'.nes Association have
boon announced by the exposition traffic department.
They, are: New York city, $94.30;
Philadelphia. $92 9fi; Washington, D.
Oh $92.30.
The going and returning
trips may be made on different lines.
The fixing of these rates concludes
the present special 1915 excursion inc

ductions, the other chief ones already
determined being Chicago, $6". 50:
Pittsburg, $81.20; Buffalo, $83.50; Detroit, $73.50; Cincinnati, $71.10. It Is
announced that further reductions are
likely to be made later as conditions
warrant.

KODAKS and SUPPLIES
Send on vour Filma fnr dnrrtrtplriBT. rtiport
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Ginger Creams.
To nne package of cream cheese add
eede
and finely chopped
a dozen
Take enough sirup
table raisins.
from preserved ginger to make with
one tablespoonful of whipped cream
a spreading paste; one branch of the
ginger may be added If chopped or
Spread on rye
ground very fins.
bread and cut loto rounds.

Pineapple

Ic.

Peel snd slice a pineapple and remove tbe hard center; chop fine, and
bruise the pulp In a mortar, sddlug a
little lemon Juice, a pint of water, and
i ght tablespoonful of sugar Mix all
together, pounding well, then strain
and freeze.

Practical Window Screens.
window screens, put
In making
white netting on tbe outside ot tbe
frame and black on tbe Inside; thus
tbe vision oí s person tuside will not
be ubstracted, white no one on the
outside can see through lbs screens.
--

1
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Alcohol and Drug Addictions
cured by s scicritiiic courre of medication.
The only place in Colorsdo where the
Genuine Keelrv Remedies sre adminuierco1
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MILITANT SUFFRAGE

matter September
3. 1910, at he postoBce at Cimarron
M
uoder the act of March 3. 187a"

BY RIGHT OF WAY

From Louisiana and the south generally, come reports
of dissatisfaction as the outgrowth of the depression of
business as the unexpected result of the removal of the tariff or at least a material reduction on the products and
manufactured articles that contribute to its prosperity.
The vote in the south is a Democratic phalanx; it will
by habit ot ancestry, not vote the Republican ticket even
though prosperity was assured and they enjoyed it for
twenty years prior to 1913. The south secured the right
of way in 1912, and less than two years of their own preferred government, they rebelling- - at the thought of two
more years of their own government. It is a natural instinct in the south to vote the Democratic ticket and glory
over its defeat. It loses when it wins, and wins when it
wins. Theirs is prejudice against the north where the
opposing party has its strongest pulling power.
The south must take its medicine and glorify over its
victory in bringing upon itself business depression, or it
can appeal to Oscar Underwood for assistance; he knows.

GREAT BRITAIN

The Democrats of this county have one man who by
all means should be nominated to succeed Mr. Martinez in
the state legislature the coming two years, and it is none
other than Mayor C. R. Bass of Cimarron. Mayor Bass
has and is serving the town of Cimarron conscientiouslv
and faithfully and his services to the county and state can
be made very valuable. He would receive more votes than
any candidate the Democrats could nominate in the county
omitting none. He understands the needs of the people of
this section and knows how to go after things.
Some of the

politicians in the state are
kindling a rather large fire at the dawn of the campaign,
and it would not be very surprising that several of them
would go up with the smoke before the conventions are
held. Those who have in mind to play kindergarten poli
tics during this campaign will be sadly mistaken and one
of them is Bull Andrews. His game is so antiquated that
it has whiskers, and such things will go no more; it is a
thing of the past and should not be fostered.

$4,500,000

J.ondou. "Lot there die!" Ye, but
will they die unavenged? Will the
be all ou one aide? Tbeae are
th qiieatlona serious Englishmen ask
themselves today and 'the answers are
not comforting.
Militant stiff rngctt Ism
ly verging rapidly to open
Is undou
bloodshe
Mra. I
hurst once said that to
make an
llshtnan pay attention to
anything you must bit him between
the eye with a brick. It was on tbla
theory that she started a campaign of
iiilllUiillaui, or as ahe out It, opcr. rcvo
government
luUon against
Initltutlona.
and
Aa the desired resulta tailed to be
produced the suffragettes have In
creased the doe. The first serious outrages on property were In Ml. Prior
to that they had been only isolated
pases, auch at window breaking at the
hom of the premier. Since 1912 the
fury of the women haa Increased In a

top-hea-

non-produc-

vy

ing

It makes

no difference how industrious, how honest, or
how intelligent a man may be, if he has nothing more than
a tenant's interest in the soil he cultivates, feeling that he
may sow where another may reap, he will never bring that
soil up to a high state of productiveness.

It is usually the person who is corrupt who employs
the services of a detective to watch iuaocent parties.

There will be much camping
this fall to see what takes place
A state wide primary is the
capital one for this great comm

on the trails of politicians
in the main show.
ie big
wealth.

issue and it is a

Well did you see the elephant carry bis valise?
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geometrical progression indicated
the following estimates ot property
stroyed :
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officer she must

man-mad-
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Miltancy, few seem to remember,
hsu been the feature of but a small
oeroentage of the years of Mrs.
public career In the cause of
ballots for women; and It has been the
plan of attack of a much smaller percentage ot the years through which
her family have struggled to put women on a political equality with men.
Her (ather and mother were strom,
suffrage advocates and workers for
many decades before the present celebrated leader, was old enough to mount
stump. Other relatives of forgotten
Misa Chrlstabel Pankhurst
days also spurred Mrs. Pankhurst to
her life work. Bhe married a London ed- - nothing soldierly In costume
barrieter, who was throughout his ca- though the colors white, vlost and
reer devoted to the women's cause. green are displayed In bucIi u way on
Only many years after bis death did the dress of every nremher that they
Mrs. i'ankhnrst and her three daughhave almost attained the dignity of a
ters startle the world with their appeal uniform.
to force.
For almost eight years now the
It was the endless delays with which Women's Social and Political union'
the English government met them, the has fought. It was some time before
the women could bring themselves to
do any great damage. Letter boxea
were destroyed by the procesB of
pouring vitriol Into them or dropping
lighted matches through the openings.
Golf greens were attacked. Annoyances of all sorts were practised.
As time went 011 the extent of the
outrages Increased. Larger and finer
structures were put to the torch.. Mrs.
Pankhurst was arrested (about ten
times in all) and at each arrest the
vindlctiveneas of her followers became
Pank-hurst'-

s

Brush es, etc.,

Carbons and Typewriting Papers, Manuscript Covers
and Blank Legal Forms
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deeper.

They had their medals of honor.
J. w. Swearingen,
Hundreds who had been arrested and
subjected to torture, perhaps deserved.
In Jail wore proudly the Insignia of
their suffering on their breasts.
Then came the first martyr, Emily
Davison,
She hurled herself among
tbe 'galloping horses in the Derby last
year, caught the bridle of the king's
horse, threw him, and was so badly
of
trampled by the cruel hoofs that she
died a few days later.
Some of the followers were alienato
in
ted by tne growing violence of the
campaign methods. In October, 1912.
Mr. and Mrs. Petblck Lawrence, whose
wealth had been a great aid. left Mr.
Pankhurst. They parted friend and
with perfect frankness on both aides.
At this Lime Mrs. Pankhurst said:
"We have been grossly betrayed by
AVISO.
the government, and that warrant!,
del pasteo del W. S.
El
traspasar
dentro
militancy. It le our only weaion.
Alarmist rumors are afloat to the ef- en el Candado de Colfax con la mira d
fect that we Intend to make attacks yaza, pezca, recoger frnta silvestre o
masera seca o para cualesquieraotroe
upon human life. To that we give an
absolute and uncompromising denial." fin sin permiso; se prohibe est rictamant
But elx months later the
c aquellos que asi traspasaren serán
s
methods of British officialdom had
al lleno de la ley.
caused her view tu change. Follow- Por ( h rimado) WILLIAM r'KKNCH,
i

Prop.

Livery, Feed. Hay, Grain, Coal and Ice

would-b- e

A cause which may explain our inadequate supply of
foodstuffs is the fact that the hundreds of thousands of immigrants who come annually to our shores are not agriculturists, except for a small per cent, and the American
farmer who has been plowing for a
consuming
class already must rise earlier; go later, and drive harder
to feed and clothe the
immigrant. Hampered as he has been by lack of farm credit, he can not expand and inténsify and diversify in a way as to keep pace
with demand, and so food products have soared higher and
higher.

TO

Conditions in England Undoubtedly Are Rapidly Verging to the
Point Where a Bitter and Merci css War Will Be Waged "Let
Them Die," Is Becoming Slogan of Englishmen Regarding Imprisoned Women Who Refuse to Eat.

GET OUT OF THE WAY FOR PROSPERITY
This is a bigger country than it ever was before. Its uu
iu
114

potential possibilities are being more and more realized in
every direction. The farmers are becoming scientists and
the arid lands and the swamp lands are being reclaimed
everywhere and being made to yield in such abundance as
was never known in the history of farming.
In the south malaria has been conquered and the rich
swamp lands are no longer the terror they were. Irrigation and dry farming have brought new prosperity to the
west and southwest. Water power is being conducted over wires for hundreds of miles where formerly it was all
but wasted. The oil lands and mineral wealth have burst
the bounds of former monopolies and opens up vaster possibilities than ever before, and the inventive genius of the
American has never been idle. New miracles are daily
being ATOught by invention.
So now that the lesson has been learned and that the
greatest crops in the history of the country are in sight, it
is up to everybody to forget the mental depression, start
in quickly and get aboard the prosperity train that has
simply been standing still on the track waiting for the engineer to oil up and open the throttle for a long run.

HAS COST

Camping Parties

Four or More Taken

the Mountains

Auto Truck at ReaPhone 56

sonable Rates.

Mrs. Emmsline

Pankhurst.

wiles of constitutional subtleties, the
trickery, the broken promisee, the belief that they might lose even with a
clear majority for them iu the lioum
of parliament, which finally caused
Mrs. Pankhurst to cry aloud. That is
llttrally the first form militancy took.
Mrs. Pankhurst and a few i iiosen followers started Interrupting meetings
wltb questions.
While heckling the speaker at such
a public meeting In 1900 Cbrlstabel
Pankhurst and Annie Kenney. the tatter a factory girl of remarkable char

aoter, were arrested.
In these days of wholesale arrests
forcible feedings, ambulances, hatchets
and firebrands, this statement does not
sound startling. But It allocked
at the time. Intelligent Kngllsb
men knew the Pankhurst family, their
intelligence, refinement and ability-Thbrick seemed to take effect.
Mrs. Pankhurst then conceived her
militant plan. She resolved to press
her advantage. She said once that she
was helped to her decision by tbe ad
vice of Sir Henry Campbell Manner-man- ,
premier before Asqulth:
"You
will never win by quiet means. You
must pester and Irritate."
To perfect the organization of her
militant force, Mrs. Pankhurst sought
and obtained an interview with Gen.
Brain well Booth, roinmander of the
Salvation Army, and Invited bia advice
on the ordering of the great undertaking.
The general counseled Mrs Pankhurst to adopt a plan of military organisation on lines large similar to
that of the army At her request be
wrote out such explanation uf the system as seemed adapted to her needs
nil advised her tiat as coumiuudUig

cor-ta-

t
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but for a

set and serious purpose, bebelieve It is the only waj "
Is the only way, now Unit the destruction of
worth of property lias been without effect, actual rebellion with firearms?
If the Ulsterltes have their way, wltb
tbe English government,
means of
cause

V

Kng-lan-

TELEPHONE 20
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Cimarron, N.

M.

NOTICE.
All trespassing in the W. S. Pasture

in
olías county, whether lor tbe purpose ol
hunting, turning, palling wild fruit, or
hre wood, or for any purpose whatsoever, without Jeave. is strictly prohibited
and all trespassers will be prosecuted to
the lull sxiani of the law.
(Signed)
WILLIAM FRENCH,
nn i jut Kciru ouut which cdts abort
for W. K. Land SCattle Co.
argument. Mrs. Pankhurst said recently
The women of Knguiad are in full
Deafness Cannot Be Cured
revolt. We ure in active rebellion. We
un In a state of revolution and wasr is
ae they caunot reach
or the ear. There Is
never agreeable. I expect to dio for
dee. a ires, end that Is
i

cut-lin- g

:

Premlsr Asqulth.
ing ber cuuvtctioii In Old Uuilcy ami
her sentence to three years' penal servitude. Mrs. Pankhurst said (April 12,
JH1. ' Human life is now in peril,
for we have resolved no longer to respect It, uud trouble of all sorts ntusl

I

the causa."
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we have the equipment and the skilled labor. We refer you
to those for whom we have executed high class printing.
If it is color plate, embossing or neat plain work you
want, remember, we can do it for you on short notice. And
if we believe our work will not suit you, we will tell you.
Our many type styles are the latest designs, and

if

what we have

is not satisfactory to you we will get it for you. Our equipment consists of an investment of approximately $4,500, and is strictly modern.

We are not ashamed to advertise our product.

It is fully worth it.

Cimarron Publishing Company
OUR

QUALITY

IMPRINT

The Quality Shop

NO WATER

IN

ine matter, condensed grape must or a
pure dry sugar.
"The foregoing definition does not
apply to sweet wines made In an unl

WINE

Phone 37

REPUBLIC OF MEXICO

hart ffSP ? Hie first Century of fexl
ran Independence was abortlYe, one
coterie Éfter another coming Into temporary power, and a number of those
i.nmed rulers, after brief regtmea,
meethnlgnomlnlous death at the
hands Of the people they sought to
i

rea Is Less Than

Houston Defines the Question
What Constitutes Wine.

That of Continental

as Wine.

Washington.
Following a public
bearing on tbe question of what constitutes wine, the secretary of agriculture, under date of June 12, 1914, has
promulgated a wine decision which abrogates food inspection decisions 10!)
and 120, defines wine and prohibits the
use of the name "wine" on products
made by the addition of water to the
Juice, pomace or pulp of grapes.
The food Inspection decision of June
13, which supersedes these former decisions, defines wine to be "the product
of the normal alcoholic fermentation of
the juice of fresh, sound, ripe grapes,
with the usual cellar treatment."
This action la taken, In the language
of tbe decision, because "the department of agriculture has concluded that
grosa deception have been practised
under food Inspection decision 120."
Kood inspection decision 120 formerly
permitted eertaln classes of wine
manufacturers to add water and sugar
to the pomace or pulp of grapes from
which the Juice has been partially ex
pressed, and then, after allowing the
mixture to ferment, to call the
"pomace wine." Where sugar
waa added (after fermentation) for the
purpose of sweetening, decision 120
required such wines to be characterized as ''sweet pomacs wlnea."
Food Inspection decision 108, now
ibrogated. held that the addition of
aatt-or sugar to the must prior to
'ertneutallon was considered Improper
ind that a product so treated should
properly be called a ' sugar wine" or
abeled In such fashion 'as to Indicate
Hearly that It was not mude from the
jutreaied grape must, but contained
idded sugar.
In view of tbe fact that the Juice of
rapes In many unfavorable
seasons
either too acid or
:oo sweet to make wine, the new decisión pernilu correction of the natural
bev-urag- e

r

grape-rowiu-

iddllious

In

unfavorable seasons as

g

zofc

lows:

the case of excessive
ueutrullxlng agents which do
ter wine injurious to health,
neutral polusslum tartrate or
carbonate.
"In the case or deficient
tartaric acid.
"In the case of deficiency in
"In

acidity,
not rensuch as
calcium
aoldlty.

sacchar

th

U. S.

Prior to 1836 It Covered Approximate
ly the Same Amount of Territory
Has Variable Climate and an
Extensive Coast Line.

Secretary Promúlgate Decision De
fining the Liquor and Prohibiting
Designation of Product Mads
From Pomace

One-Four-

Secretary

of

Agriculture Houston.

ance with Sweet Wine Fortification
Act of June 7, 10 (34 Stal. 215)."
The decision prohibits the addition
of any wator to grape Juice In making
wine, and In cases where wuter Is
added to pomace of grapes the decision
provide

aa follows:

product made from pomace, by
the uddltlon of water, with or without
sugar or any other material whatever,
Is not entitled to be called wine. It la
not permissible to designate such
product aa 'pomace wine,' nor other-,
ise than as Imitation wine.' "
The new decision becomes effective
Immediately for all wines prepared on
or after Juras 12, 1014. Inasmuch us
many wine makers bags prepared pre
vlous vintages In accordance with tbe
department's rules, as laid down in
food Inspection decisions 109 and ltd,
certala leeway will be allowed them
with reference to such products actu
ally manufactured prior to Hie adop
tlon of the new decision. On this point
tbe department of agriculture has la
sued the following statement:
"I'roceedlngs under the Food ami
Drugs Act with respect to fermented
beverages not prepared In couformlty
with this decision, but which. It U
claimed, have been manufactured In
good faith In compliance with either
food Inapectloo declalou 10 or foud
"A

Washington. D. C The following
information concerning Mexioo was
given out by the National Geographic
society in Washington, O. C:
it Is interesting to note that the arcu
of Mexico is practically us great as
that of the United States between tbe
Mississippi river aud the Atlantic
coast, the great lakes aud the Culf of
Mexico, varying In altitude rrom sea
level to 18.000 feet, lta climate is affected by these elevations and by a
range of IS degrees of latitude.
Twelve hundred miles la the distance
traversed In passing south from
Juarez, on the northern boundary, to
the capital, and 900 miles more to the
southeastern boundary.
The Gulf of
Mexico aud Caribbean son coast line
extends for 1.700 miles, while the Pacific ocean and Oulf of California
touch 4,000 miles of Mexican coast.
Prior to 1836, Mexico, aa a Spantsli
colony, and the United States covered
approximately equal areas, but the
Texas secession and the result of the
Mexican war added nearly one million
square miles to our territory, and the
extent of Mexico now Is leBs than one
fourth that of continental (Tnite)
States. Mexico has still territorial ex
panse eQuul to the nggregate of
Germany. France, Oreat
Hrltaln aud Ireland. The total area
of tbe republic. 767,000 sqnaia miles
Is lean than that of Texas, California
Montana. New Mexico and Arizona
Austria--

Hungary,

combined.

The average density of population
of Mexico approximates 20 per square
mile, the most thickly populated por
tlons, outsldo of the federal district,
being tbe states of Tlaxcala and Mexico, the former belua less than Dela

r

d

two-fifth- s

two-fifth- s

ts.
r

Mexico, (he

capital,

470,

Tha federal
the District of

STEEPLE HIS FORT

Insane Murderer, After Killing Farmer, Wife and Daughter, Defies
Police From Height
Budapest.
A mad murderer, August Tomslcs, made an Impregnable
fortreaa out of the steeple of the village church at Hoeflany. Armed with
a repeatlug rifle and 500 cartridges be
took refuge In the steeple after killing a lariner and bis wife and wounding their daughter.
Police tried to reach 'the criminal,
but were repulsed with a fusillade
which killed two and wounded 14 oth-

ers.

t

Report

FIRST

of

the Condition

gone
will kill myself."
The parish priest of Hoeflany eventually proved more powerful than the
rifles of the gendarmes and Tomslcs
yielded to the prayers of the clergyman.
A heavy
fusllli.de from the gendarme's rlflea against Tomslcs' refuge
drey fronf1 him a volley which wounded five other men.
Tbe priest then stepped Into the
breach.
Tomslcs yielded to hla exhortations and surrendered.
1

5,000

of

NATIONAL

the

BANK

At Cimarron, in tbe State of New Mexico,
at the close of business June 30, 1914.

RESOURCES.
Discounts
$67,712.53
Overdrafts, secured and un- ecured
None
U. S. Bonds to secure circu- -

"I

',io

1

Bankiog house, Furniture,

Figures

'7.383 43

Due from National Banks (not
reserve agents)
Due from approved Reserve
A8ents
Checks and other Cash Items. .
Notes of other National Hanks..
Fractional
Paper
Ci rency
Nickels and Cents
Specie
3.150.50
Legal Tender Notes 2,525.00
Redemption fund with U. S.
Treasurer (5 per cent circula- -

2,174.
7.258.76
83.70
145 00
I2 30
4,675.50

625.00
112,672.51
25,000.00
5,000.00

and Taxes paid
National Bank Notes Outstand

1.861.22

in

12,300.00

Individual Deposits subject to
ch6c1'

47,724.32
7,507 00

Time Certificates of deposit
Tims certificates of deposit payable after 30 days or after notice of 30 days or longer
Cashier's Checks outstanding..
Total
Stale of New Mexico,
County of Colfax,
I, A. W.

11,951.74
128.23

1
I

2, 300.00

and

A large force of police surrounded
the church but their commander confessed he was helpless until Tomslca
decided to surrender voluntarily or
used up bis ammunition.
A narrow stairway Is the only approach to the steeple and whenever
auybo'dy has attempted to ascend It
Tomsics has been able to force him
quickly to deacend again. lie fired
lioD)
200 of his 500 cartridges and, besides
wounding a large uumber of persona
destroyed the altar and pictures In the
ToM
church.
LIABILITIES.
Later he shouted from the steeple:
"It Is a good thing you let me sleep Capital Stock paid in
during the night. Now I have fresh Surplus fund
strength. When my last cartridge la Undivided profits, less expenses

Feet of Water In Well.
Fullerton, Cal. After being drilled
to a depth of over 5,000 feet without
encountering oil in commercial quanti-tlea- ,
the wall of the Fisher Oil company in this field has been sold to Dr.
Davidson ot Bruy, who will uae It to
uupply water for hla ranch, on which
Best Man Supersedes Bridegroom.
well la located. The well was disScranton, Pa. After waiting eev the
posed ot for the price of the caaing,
i "a
for
Charles
Sewatch, tbe
hour
Is said to have coat nearly $76,000
appear,
to
Ij.ahmoom,
Andrew and
lleiuschk, tbe best man, offered to (o drill. Work waa in progress over
marry the bride, iiert'ia Angon. Tbe two years.
Davidson has pulled out" the Inner
bride accepted.
pipes, thus getting a good supply of
water for Irrigation. The water rises
Grafts New Ear on Man.
In the pipa to within ten feet of the
Md. A new ear
Baltimore.
surface, and It promisee to furnish his
OB the side of Thomas
J pumping plant with an
Inexhaustible
Keene'a head by doctors at tbe Union supply.
infirmary.
Keene
Proteatant
lost au
ear In an automobile accident.
Aged Woman Elopee With Chauffeur.
Boston. Mrs. W. Bowman, seventy,
Find Noted Explorer's Skeleton.
a wealthy widow, eloped with her In111.
A
Ottawa,
skeleton unearthed dian chauffeur, Robert Herman, twenty-onear here la believed to be that ol ne,
a Carlisle graduate. Tbe bride
Henri de Toaty, a famous French ex has two married daughters, one forty
jplonr.
one, the other UUny tww
I

120,

will not be
Inspection decision
by the department ot
recommended
agriculture prior to June 12, 1916, h
it ahull appear, upon Investigation
that the articles with respect to which
the claim la made were actuality manu
(actured prior to 'he date of this de
cialun and are labeled in couformlty
with either food inspection decision 10
or food Inspection declalou liO, aa the
case may bat,"

govern.
The form of government adopted by
Mexico follow In general that of tbe
United States, having executive, Judl
rtul and legislative divisions.
Each
of the ,27 states Is repreaented In two
houses of congress, composed of sena-toand deputies. Congress holds two
sessions each year for limited periods.
Each state has Its governor and legla.
..i lire, and Is subdivided Into districts,
or counties, over which a "Jefe politico" Is placed, the rllstrlcts having sub
sldlary municipalities with magia
trates, presiding officials and councils.
The
nutncratlc feature of the
government may he largely due to the
fact that the governora hold office
with approval of the president; that
jefe políticos have similar relations
with the' governors and that the officers of the municipalities are generally contrallad by the Jefe políticos.
The church and state are Independent, and congress cannot pass lawa
prohibiting or establishing any rellg
ion
Of the 16,000,000 Inhabltanta,
claim direct descent from
HiM'lent trillen or fn milieu which are
accepted as the b:sls of Mexican his
tory,
are of mixed native
and foreign blood, the remainder being
classed under the common appellation
of "foreign."
The City of Mexico, 264 miles by
mil west of Vera Cruz and 7,400 feet
altitude, la reached by two rail routes,
dlmhlng from the hot landa tbrougb
u tin nit mountain passes, one of which
closely follows the trail taken by
Cortes In 1519. by (Jen. Wlnfleld Scott
with American troops In 1847, and
over which, 16 years later, the Invading French troops passed.
It Is the
most populous city. One half of the
nil road mileage of the country Is between see level and 6,000 feet, and
about' an equal amount between five
aud ten thousand feet.

CHURCH

12672,51

"

Vasey, cashier of the above
named bank, do solemly swear that the
above statement is true to the beat of
my knowledge and belief.
A. W. Vasey. Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me
this 3rd day of July, 1914
David B. Cole. Notary Public.
Cor
H. H. Chandler, C. R. Bass
C. R. Van Houten, Directors.
t:

Bolt Starts Automobile Sprinkler.
Chicago. A, bolt of lightning en-

tered the Haymarket theater by the
plpea of the automatic sprinkler and
started a deluge of water throughout
the building, an hour before the evening performance waa to have started.
Wanted Name "Pursed."
a Hellmllier, being naturo
alised, petitioned that hla name be
"purged." Judge Carpenter mumbled
che neme a few timee and cut the
tin

aculan to plain tUUtir.

NEWS.

CIMARRON

CURIOUS RESEMBLANCES
4r
IN NATURE
4

TRACE In natural objects a resemblance,
either structural or
pictorial, to other objects with
which they have no real connection Is a diverting pastime. Moreover, though at first thought H
may aecm somewhat puerile. It
can In fact be turned to good account aa a means of stimulating
the Imagination, and Inducing the
mind to embark upon a course of
truly scientific Investigation which
may lead o Important discoveries,
This applies In particular to the training of the
youthful student. All those who have gained expe
rience as teachers will readily admit the Initial difficulty which exists in arousing the intelligent Interest of a class In study. In other words, something la needed to set the machinery of the mind
in motion.
For example, a flower or .in Insect, as
auch, may fall to evoke the desired response. But
if we can point out some curious or grotesque likeness which It bears to a familiar creature or thing,
we are able from this starting point to lead on by
carefully planned stages to such great questions aa
structure, natural affinity, and adaptation to env-

HOME TRADE BOOSTS
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When nature Is In one of her Imitative moods,
the products of her workshop frequently bear all the
s
of a deliberate fake. Occasionally they
seem to have been conceived and executed In a
spirit of sportlreness.
As an indication of this
mood, the remarkable Talra crab or Japan, which
has lately attracted the attention of science, stands
forth as a conspicuous example.
In Japanese tradition there Is a story to the effect that many years ago a great naval battle waa
fought In the Sea of Japan between a force of pirates and Japanese, resulting In the total destruction of the pirate fleet. The story continues that
since that day all of the crabs of a certain species
found on that part of the coast have borne on their
backs the face of a Japanese warrior.
An examination of one of these crabs reveals at
a glance the somewhat startling visage. The human-like
face Is not only there, and typically oriental In appearance at that, but actually resembles
we race of a drowned
man. with open mouth
and greatly swollen tes-
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Whether the Japanese
idea that the Talra crab
offera good evidence of
the transmigration
of
the souls of dead bodle
Into the bodies of
be accepted or
not.
the phenomenon
described to certainly
very Interesting.
Another curious thing
bout this crab is the
fact that It Is equipped
on Its back with four
h ort
supplementary
legs, which are shown
In
the accompanying photograph at the corners
of the mouth of the
face, so that i: accident- ny turned upside down
It Is able to run quite
as well i ,h, f..h.
The dvantage of such
án equipan? V?,!,0n
.
"7 1,
those who have w.t "
me
awkward efforts
of othr
"
CrBb"'
various
o,
r PrPe' ,hemie'VM WheD
on
lowe-animal-

""""'n

PP'w

Rl &tJ8j

r'markble ""Pie of typical racial
"
earbone of a finback
'Vound
whale
waa picked up on a Norway beach
Jt baa all the features of a Scandinavian
face,
of low caste, with rounded cheek bones,
flat nose
orldge. small upper Hp and receding
Jaw. In
general appearance however,
the face Is more
lhan
Rv1ng"pe?on
m"k
that of
this as not a freak formation Is proved by
an examination of the carbones
of other finback
whales at the 8mithsonian Institution In Washington, all of which have substantially the same

lf...AM,?the'

níí."."1
form.

In the plant kingdom nature's Imitations are
equally astonishing and much more numerous
than In either the animal or vegetable kingdoms
There are aeveral species of orchids, for Instance,
bearing popular names which suggest the likeness
of the flower to some member of the animal
kingdom, among them being the man orchid, the
bee orchid, the Bplder orchid the lizard orchid,
and the holy ghost orchid
While It Is true that
aumc of the supposed likenesses are more or less
imaginative, others are wonderfully distinct and
will bear close scrutiny This Is particularly true
of ihe holy ghost orchid, which contains within
each of Its blossoms a pigeon with half spread
wings. It Is necessary to view the blossom from
squarely In front, as In the case of the lower
blossom shown In the accompanying photograph,
to get the full effect of the resemblance. When
viewed from this position, the bird Is so perfect
that It looks as If ready to take flight The plant,
which Is a native or the Isthmus of Panama, la
very rare, there being perhaps not more than
half a dosen specimens In the United States, Including two In the greenhouses or the White
House at Washington. It grows sturdily, but. In
order to thrive, has to he kept in a hothouse
with the temperature or a Turkish bath
In all of the Instances referred to above the
resemblance la mainly due to the lip or labellum
or the bloom.
Now orchids rank admittedly
among the most highly specialized flowers, while
their extraordinary modifications are the result
largely if not entirely of Insert Interference.
Many of these flowers depend entirely upon the
visits or Insects tor pollination, and without the
n.lflsartes or Cupid they are
ai' ot these wlr
qfitc unable to
eed. The labellum la the'
recognized aligfc
latform upon which the
the recesses of the
sect stands wql
leciar; and as orchids are
flower in searc'
with Inaecti, we must as-- I
So closely asaoi
shape or the labellum in
sume that the
each Instance Is more or less definitely related to
the convenience of the guests that are specially
tain
catered for by 'he flower In tueetlc
Instances this la actually known tc
Throughout the great orchid family
exhibits an almost endless variety
that
tkm. and wa ara Justified In the as
up- each form Is exactly adapted to t
bold 4 partlsntar bind of Insect

"

""""
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Most young people are familiar with the canflower or common canary creeper, and
here again we find that the unusual form of the
blossom la due to insect vialta. The blooms of
this group of plants seem especially designed to
meet the needs of
moths, whlob
seldom ot never settle on the flower, but hover
In front or It. lightly poised on their rapidly-movinwings. While in this position the tongue
la unrolled and thrust tar back info the "spur"
or the flower where the nectar Is stored. Meanwhile, the head or body ot the moth cornea Into
contact with the pintll or atamena. and pollen la
deposited or removed, as the case may be.
A very curious plant, which has been famous
ary-bird

long-tongue- d

since ancient times. Is the "Scythian lamb"
otherwise known as the "vegetable lamb." or by
the Chinese aa the "golden-hairedog." It looks
remarkably like an animal, and in early days
was popularly supposed to combine In some mysterious way the attributes of animal and plant.
The belief was that it sprang from a seed and
turned on Its root until it devoured all green food
within reach, whereupon It perlahed or starvation. As a matter or ract. It Is merely the root
stock of a plant, which, densely covered with
soft, golden-browhairs, suggests a likeness to
a quadruped.
A strange
plant round in Now Zealand Is
known as the "vegetable sheep" because ot Its
wool-likroliage. In ract, the vegetable kingdom
offers an almost endless variety of curlour Imita
tlons.
The seed pods or the common garden
snapdragon look exactly like small human heads
arranged on the stalks like "poles ot skulls,"
such as are set up In certain countries where
ia a popular amusement
These
show not merely the head and face, hut dried
e

head-huntin-

ItS

,

JSBw

Wabash river rose to unknown heights causing
tremendous destruction of property. Peru is the
winter headquarters ofvthe Wallace and Hagen
back circus, and when It was found that the
water waa coming higher than had ever been
known before, the fourteen elephants In the circus were unohained and 1st go to take care of
themselves. Three of them managed to reach a
small mound where they stood In tbe water with
their trunks elevated till the end of the flood,
but the other eleven were drowned
"With the water rushing through tbe streets,
and the people of the city marooned In the second stories of the houaea. the elephanta swam
around for bourstrampetlng in terror and sticking their trunksrinto the open windows of the
houses In their efforts to find some spot of safety. They cried like children and one could almost understand their language aa they pleaded
for the help which could not be given them, for
not one of them could be taken in through n

when there la dancing going on.
tango or the
polka or waltz

som
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GETTING OUR MONEY'S WORTH

EVERY transaction we expect to get our money's worth.
When we buy merchandise from our local storekeepers we examine
everything with the utmost care, we test for strength and look for quality.
We discuss with the merchant the desirability and value of everything and
after we shall have decided that we will effect a purchase we are convinced
that we have obtained full value and that we can depend on our purchaze as
being what we want.
Then, again. If for any reason we have reaaon to be dissatisfied with
that which we have bought we can talk it over with our merchant and any
discrepancy will be readily adjuated.
This Is the principle or all good business. The buyer meets the seller
face to face and examines the goods before closing the deal. The seller I
responsible for his representations and the buyer can alwaya find him and
adjuat any differences which may occur.
On the other hand there la the mail order method.
We receive a book from tbe mail order houae, Illustrated with expensive
pictures or various articles. The descriptions or these articles are always
optimistic and gloriously pleasing. Our minds are Impressed by the charming wording or the descriptions and the selection of adjectives creates in
our minds a desire to possess these wonderful things.
CH&YalAUJ OTA BLrr?Z7&Zy, AH JBttU
All sorts of promises are made In the book, or catalog. We will be
accorded the greatest possible consideration, we will be allowed all kinds of
we can return the goods at the expense of the house If not satportions ot the scalp, eyelids and lipa
Their privileges; shipments
isfactory;
will be made with promptness and despatch; any dam7
color Is like that of mummied heads.
will give your
The Insect world Is full or mimicry.
Butter- ages In shipping will be adjuated at once; "Our Mr.
flies that imitate dead leaves are familiar, and orders his personal attention." etc.
We are flattered and cajoled by the clever wording of the catalogue and
the same may be aald of the "walking stick,"
which, bears so close a likeness to a twig that, the atatementa made In the "take" personal letters aent to follow up the catathough common enough In the wooda, it la rarely logue. We are touched in that tiny spot of vanity which, though small, seems
detected or captured. The "measuring worm" to be everywhere and to respond to the allghteat touch.
We are allured by the prospect of obtaining such magnificent and desirassumes the attitude of a twig, and remains
motlonleaa for hours together.
Moths, to pro- able artiolee at such remarkably low (?) prices and we are flattered by the
will give our order personal attention.
tect themselves against enemies, mimic wasps, statsment that Mr.
and other inaects adopt the aspect of the spider.
We begin to believe ourselves to be "some punklns" and we are inclined
Native to Africa is a remarkable Insect, a spe- to swell up and look askance at our less fortunate townsmen who have not
cies or Spalgis. the chrysalis of which looks like been singled out for such distinction as a letter, signed In person by Mr.
Hie head of a chimpanzee.
Even the hair and
the pupils of the eyes are shown. Hut more wonTherefore, we decide that we will send an order for something. We forderful yet Is the chrysalis or a butterfly, Penlcea, get that we can go Into the store of our own local
whom we know
hlch Is a likeness seemingly a mask, of the and to whom we are perhaps responsible for past favors. But It is easy to
Roman king, Tarquín.
rorget all this In jbe happlnees and exultation or having been singled out by
the great mail order "boss" as a desirable person with whom to do business.
80 WE SEND AN ORDER, CA8H WITH IT, OF COURSE
Then we write to
Then we wait lor tbe article to come. More waiting.
the mall order "boss."
We get a succession or rorm letters in reply, but no merchandise. We
door or window out of the flood
They acted waste a lot ot time and patience and postage stamps and stationery. Finally
more Ilk human beings than beasts, and it was
.
the shipment arrives.
almost ag plilful to aee them go down under the
We are astounded. This hardly looks like the article we expected. So
muddy watera. one by one, as It was to see a we write again. Theu rollows more correspondence. We are told to examhu.'nau bein.i washed from a roof.
ine the article again thoroughly and compare tbe description with tt W
"I shall never forget their dying cries as they
do BO.
sought tbe safety which could not be found In
Yes. the technical description is tbe same. BUT THE CLEVER STYLE
thRt flat country, where the whole surface of IN WHICH
IT 18 WRITTEN HAS DELIBERATELY MISLED US. The illusthe earth waa submerged.
has- lied to us deliberately, because the picture was toned up and
tration
"Back In the big circus menagerie, however,
exaggerated ror tbe sole purpose or misleading us.
there was even a more tragic scene. When the
We are stung. Ws could have gottsn a far better value from our local
water came up into the cages of tbe animals storekeeper for the money. The lying letters we received from Mr. So and So
they all berime frantic from fear.
were merely printed form letters and were probably never seen by the alleged
"Lions and tigers roared and dashed themsigner, who (a In Europe (pending the dollars which we, and other similar
selves against tbe bars or their cages till it waa dupes, have sent him.
feared they would escape and swim to places of
Why will be persist In such foolishness? Our common sense
Bah!
human refuge, where they would destroy many should tell us better. But no. probably wa will do the same thing over
lives.
again when we get the same aort of flattering and lying dope from another
"Iron bars were bent by the beasts in their mall order house that haa bought a Hat of names, containing ours, from the
fury and as .the water ruse higher their terror house which stung us.
and their strength lncreaasd. When it was seen
YES, THEY WILL PASS OUR NAMES ALONG, ONE TO THE OTHER
that nothing could be done and that Uvea or per WE HAVE PLACBD OURSELVES ON RECORD A8 BEING "WA8Y MARKS."
sens In tbe city were being endangered, tbe
In the meantime we may go to out' local dealer and buy tbe article w
manager of the menagerie went from cage to
He will guarantee It and, perhaps, give ua credH for tt if we
cage with a rifle and shot one after another of really need.
need
It
the monarchs of the Jungle till all ware dead.
LET UB SUPPORT OUR LOCAL BUSINESS MEN. THKY ARE ENIt cost tbe circus a fortune, but many human
TO OUR TRADE AND WE KNOW WHAT TO EXPECT FROM
TITLED
Uvea were saved."
THEM

TELLS OF DROWNING ELEPHANTS
"Dld you ever hear the terrorized tri irpetlng
of a herd of drowning elephants?" asked W J
Williams of Peru, Ind., at the Wlllani "If you
never heard the piteous cries or dying beasts,
you have escaped one or the most heartrending
experiences that avei conns to civilized man. I
was In Peru during the flood of 1913. when the

"alls tht

must pay the fiddler.
We cannot have music without paying fr
nor can we have much of
anything in this world without paying for It.
If we expect any person to do something for us, we expect, naturally, to
do something In exchange ror auch favors as we receive. II we accept favors,
but evade the responsibility of making any returns' for them It will not bo
long before we discover that the unpaid for favors become curtailed.
Probably we become provoked, after the favors have stopped, and acknowledge our own stupidity. It la generally too Inte when we wake up
ind then It Is merely the old story over again of locking the door after
tbe horse has been stolen.
Many of us In this community devote mora or less of our time to the
raising or produce or various kinds We have vegetables, butter, eggs, milk,
etc., to sell.
We find it a convenie se to sell suoh products in the local stores. Some
of our business men buy up tbe small quantities, as well as the larger lota,
and ship all together to tbe more central markets.
This facility for disposing of auch articles Is a great convenience to us
If the local storekeepers did not buy our produce It would be difficult for u
to find a market. In fact, there would be no market for small quantities
except at ruinous prices
Therefore we are favored, to a very considerable extent, by the fact
that oef local storekeeper stands ready to buy from us. This places us undef
certain obligations. The local storekeepers are entitled to some consideration ftcm us in return.
HOW MANY OP US APPRECIATE AND ACKNOWLEDGE THIS FACT?
How many of us think of this when we have some cash to apend? How
many of us consider that the local storekeeper Is entitled to our trade and
that we are morally bound to consider him as the proper repository for our
orders and the recipient of our trade?
It Is regrettable that many or us must plead guilty to an entire rorgetful-nes- s
or any feeling or obligation. Therefore, we send our orders, with the
cash, to the mall order houses, to whom we owe nothing.
We are enticed by cleverly written advertisements and neatly worded
descriptions of goods and merchandise so that we deceive ourselves into believing them to be true. We forget the local storekeeper and his favors; we
forget that he Is
benefit to the community and to every Individual In the
community; we forget that he Is affording ua an opportunity to dlapose of
our produce that he haa his money invested In a stock of merchandise that
he has selected because he believed we would need such articles and would
wlah to buy them at home.
Every dollar we send away from home to tbe mall order houses brings
us closer to the limitations of our local opportunities. Every dollar diverted
from local trade adds to the restrictions of our trade facilities at home so
that we are- - not only permitting, but we are inviting, our local merchants to
close up shop and go out of business, or to move to some community where
their efforts will be more appreciated.
By our lack of appreciation we are urging our local storekeepers to restrict their efforts to carrying only the lines of merchandise that are the most
profitable for them and to cut out all gooda that we can buy In the city. We
are actually Inviting dlaaster.
UDT US AWAKEN TO A REALIZATION OF THE CONDITIONS WHICH
CONFRONT US. LET US PLACE SOME LIMITATIONS ON OITR DISREGARD FOR EXISTING CONDITIONS AND LOOK INTO THE FUTURE.
We can see what the consequences must be If we rail to do our ahare
toward supporting the establishments of our business men In town, for the
handwriting Is written plainly on the wall.
Shall we read the writing and profit by the message or shall we continue
to dance merrily and foolishly on unti: the time shall come when we must
pay? And how shall we pay?
There will be only one way to pay and that will be with much more than
the profit we shall have derived from our dealings with the mall order houses.
WE WILL PAY DEARLY UNLESS WE AWAKEN TO A FULL SENSE OF
OUR RESPONSIBILITIES. AND AT ONCE.
We wlsb to dance, but let us chauge the tune or the fiddler.
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CIMARRON NEWS
ment of things too aman to be seen
that Is allowed to accumulate on the
(surface of foods, rather than the foods
themselves, tbat la the cause of many
of our troubles Immediate and remote.
Undoubtedly in the noar future it
will be conclusively demonstrated that
Blight's disease and the degenerative
diseases of the kidneys, beert. arteries
and brain In general, including apoplexy, now aaaumed to be caused by
deranged metabolism, the diseases
now responsible for our heaviest and
a steadily Increasing economic loss by
reason of the drain on the matured
Uvea of the nation, originate In the
"mild Infections." those "Insignificant
dysenteries" arising from carelessness
In the matter of personal hygiene and
the saturating of the system with
toxins from long continued ingestion
of toxlo elements In dilate polluted
water and food matter In general
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DISEASE.

approximately

100.000

died from Bright! and
other disease of the kidney.
Had
railroad wreck or a Titanic
disaster killed
thla number the world would gasp In horror
and the sewapstpers of the country
would be taxed to Issue special
edition In sufficient number to meat
the public demand for Information on
the subject, and senatorial or congressional committees would be appointed to Investigate the cause and
formulate laws for the prevention of
tike disasters in the future.
But because we ara used to it and
because they are snuffed oat only a
tew at a time we Ignore this appalling
actflee of 100.000 human lives and
take it as a matter of course. And
the absurdity of thla position la the
more startling whan we know that
fully 60 per cent of these deaths, or
60,000 could be prevented or at least
postponed for many years with greater
ease and certainty than a Titanic disaster can be prevented
Oar stupidity becomes still more
amazing in the face of the fact that
deaths from these diseases are steadily Increasing at an enormous rate. In
the vital statistic registration area,
now covering approximately 60 par
cent of our population, deaths from
kidney diseased have increased 72 per
cent In 20 years and 23 per cent In
last ten years. In the city of Chicago
the lnoreaso has been 47 per cent In
the last ten years.
Brlght's and the allied diseases are
clearly disease of civilization; thay
advance together. They are the diseases of highly seasoned food, or drink,
of indolent habits of body and mind,
and of mental "strain," commonly
called worry.
The 1910 census gave the United
States a population Increase of 21 per
r
period between
cent in the
1900 and 1910 and showed the rural
population to number 54 per cant and
the urban population 46 per mmt of
the whole.
period the rural
Within this ten-yepopulation Increased only 11 per cent
while the urban population increased
84 per cent and this very material
change In the ratio between the producers and the consumers of the necessities of Ufe must become a powerful
factor in the health of our people for
two reasons; first, because of the
change in proximity to food supplies.
Less fresh food Is being consumed by
the Increasing numbers flowing Into
our cities, and It is a self evident tact
that the longer food la held the greater
Is the danger of contamination. Second, the increase in the ratio of consumer to producer of the necessities of
life means a perfectly logical Increase
In the cost of the production, hence an
inevitable Increase In the cost of living and the worries Incident thereto.
The subject of the preservation and
transportation of food Is of vast
portance and Is now receiving the attention of the federal and state authorities, but it is a subject on which
the Individual citizen must seek enlightenment if we are to make any
progress towards a happier humanity.
We are fairly well informed through
the dally press as to the dangers of
chemical preservatives in foods, and
because of these dangers cold la de
pended on to keep foods In fit condition In the average home. Cold does
not kill bacteria, bnt It does inhibit
or check their rapid growth, and In
thla fact we find the need of and the
reason for public Ice fund subscriptions in the battle against disease
among the poor In our cities. But It
must be carefully noted, however, that
lee can be, at best, but little superior
in purity to the water from which it
la made, and therefore ice Is Itself a
factor of enormous Importance In the
development and spread of disease.
A Increasing Intelligence opens our
minds to a comprehension of the
eaose underlying 111 health, particularly of the gastrto disturbances of
childhood, we learn that most of our
Ills are due either to Insufficient or
badly prepared and unclean food
rather than to any esees In food
value or quantity.
The very prevalent ' summer complaints" and other digestive trouble
of childhood and of humanity In general are traceable directly to a comHigh Infant mormon oei.ee filth.
tality goes hand In hard with filth.
rood may be easily contaminated by
washing dishes and other containers
with polluted water, and fresh vegetables, such as are eaten raw. are open
to the same danger Item tb,e use of
impure water on them. Dirty hands
and the general Ignorant Indifference
of those han 11 trig nd preparing food
materials; partly decomposed fruit,
vegetable and meat; flies on the bat-taon the bread and In the milk, airee from the atable or gutter; dost
from the street composed of flnely
ground horse manare all contribute
their quote of filth, and It 1 this ele
ten-yea-
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Beef steers,
to Choice
Beef steers,
to good
Beef steers,
to choice
Beef steers,
to good
Beef steers,
to choice
Beef steers,
to good
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pulp fed. fair

hay fed, good

OPPONENT.
Champion of Tariff Reform and Man
Who Incited Boar War, Suffered
From Paralytic Stroke.

Cattle.
corn fed, good

pulp fed, good

BRITISH MOURN GREAT LEADER
WHO WAS GLADSTONE'S

r

MARKETS.

corn fed, fair

IS DEAD

7.50S.66

6.757.60
7.S0g8.50

7.007.60
7.288.00

estera Nawsnasa r Vnlon Mawj Ser .
London -- The Right Hon. Joseph
Chamberliiln. for year the mot commanding figura in Britlah national and
International politic, died here at bis
noma' In Prince's Garden, S. W.
W

vi.--

And feel your thirst slip

I

away. Youll finish refreshed,
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Chamberlain succumbed after a protracted Illness which for years deJ
lL
barred him from an active pan in pubHeifers, prime com fed ...
ago
lic
affairs. Several months
he anCows and heifers, corn fed,
good to choice
6.507.t6 nounced tbat he would not again stand
THE CURE IDEA.
Pit
to Parliament, and for
Cows and heifers, corn fed.
JJjV
fai- - to good
6.76ÍÍ6.60 several years, on account of his age
'Four thousand years of human his- Cows and heifers, pulp fed,
and feebleness, he seldom was aeen on
tory demonstrste the utter futility of
good to choice
C. 50
7.23 the floor of the Common, where his
curative medicine In dlseaa or of Cows and heifers, pulp fed,
t
tall furui - and the
mono"Nobody can ait any water by break-lafair to good
6.M&6.60 cle in his eye made him a landmark.
punitive remedies for the care of
up a chunk of ice with an ax, not
and heifers, hay fed,
crime. On the other hand, the marvel- Cows
Chamberlain waa born in 1836 In the a drop; you have got to thaw it out
good to choice
6.26 it 7.00
ous results following the practical ap- Cows
city of Birmingham, which for many gradual. Jest Ilk men's and women's
and heifers, hay fed,
plication of theories evolved from
fair to good
!.5fl?6.25 years he held, politically, in the hollow prejudices."
modern scientific investigation must Cannors and cutters
t.OOQB.OO of bis band. He waa variously known
convince the moat skeptical that only Veal calves
8. 50
11.76 as "Brummagem Joe" and as the "King rotyt wn dhuuuiiit wii.i.
tki.i. Ton
Mre hmlT for Hod. Vnk. Waterr
along rational lines of prevention can Bull
6.OOfi.50 of Birmingham." Hla power In the mid- rrT and Granulated
RrelMv No MraarUi
Sra
5.7.r.(fr7.0rt
tbe steadily rising tide of disease and Stags
land city was almost absolute. All the
Feeders and Blockers, good
criase be successfully combated.
seven parliamentary seat of the great
to choice
7.0017.76
manufacturing city are held by ChamThere are no accidente In this world. Feeders and stockers, fair
Envious.
Every happening Is the Inevitable reberlain nominees and a politician be
"Your wife Is very fond of dumb anito good
8.2&0T 7.00
opposed wus simply wasting time whan mals."
sult of a specific oauae acting accord- Feeders and stockers, common to fair
Yes," replied Mr. Meekton; "someing to definite and Immutable law,
5.5006.25 he made the race for Parliament.
Chamberlain had huge commercial times I almost wish 1 had never
what we term "accidente" being a
Hogs.
interests throughout England and waa learned to talk"
happening unexpected only because of
$8.208.4K enormously wealthy.
oar Ignorance of the fundamental con- Good hogs
Chamberlain waa thrice married, hi
In the Automobile Zone.
ditions and law. As beat and cold are
Sheep.
FlatbuHh Planted anything In your
last wife, who until hla death nursed
one and the same, varying only in de- Lambs
7.008.50 him
with rare solicitude, being Mary, garden yet?
gree, so accident, disease and crime Ewes
4.00 6.50
Bensonhurst Yes, one dog and one
are only varying results from a com- Yearlings (light)
6.2506.75 only daughter of Judge W. C. Endlcott,
6.5066.00 who was secretary of war In the adcat
mon canse Instability, a lack of har- Wethers
mony In existing conditions.
ministration of President Cleveland.
Hay.
The dead statesman started political
Only a Portion.
Accident and disease are the result
(F. O. B. Denver, Carload Price.)
"You women are too extravagant,"
of transgressions of natural law; Colorado upland, .per ton. $12.00013.00 Ufa as a Radical, but left Gladstone's
home rule for he atormed. "Last year $600,000,000
e
crime la the result of breaking
Nebraska upland, per ton. 11.00012.00 party pn the question of
waa
bitterly op- was spent In this country for frills
tu
which
he
Ireland,
very
bottom,
Second
laxgaly
Colorado
law. All three are
poste In and furbelows."
highest
posed.
held
He
the
per
and
Nebraska,
ton.
11.00012.00
matters of geography, for the reason
"Well, I didn't spend all of it," was
16.00017.00 conservative administrations and waa
that what will result In one or the Timothy, per ton
per ton
7.600 8.50 secretary to the colonies from 1896 to her defense. Louisville Courier-Journaother In one country or state will not Alfalfa,
Park, choice, ton. 16.00016.00 1908.
produce a like result In another South
San Luis Valley, per ton. 11.00012.00
While Chamberlain's greatest claim
place.
Gunnison Valley, per ton. 13.00014.00 to fame waa his determined and brilAcross the Sea.
Either unknowingly or In spite of Straw, per ton
4.500 5.00 liant advocacy for year of a protectMrs. Joseph Chamberlain unveiled a
ourselves, and whether we like It or
citapolicy
Britain,
tor
the
ive
Great
memorial at Weymouth, England, to
Grain.
not, nature leads as by purely person1.37 del of free trade, he will also be
choice milling. 100 lbs
her ancestor, John Endlcott, first goval motive to fulfil her ends. In other Wheat,
most
and
as the bitterest
Rye. Colo.,
1.06
100 lbs
ernor of Massachusetts Bay, and
words, humanity muat react according Idaho oats, bulk.
In
1.46 forceful opponent of Gladstone
that Richard Clark, who sailed from Weysacked
to each Individual nature and lte en Corn chop, sacked
1.45 statesman's efforts for home rule for
300 years ago.
vironment. Because of this fact puni Corn. In sack
1.44 Ireland; as one of the founders of the mouth for New England
Louis Cook, representing the town of
1.16
tive laws have never been deterrent. Bran. Cola, per 100 lbs
t
party, and aa the min- Weymouth, Muss., was present
never oan be deterrent. In our Igister whose policy in South Africa InFlour.
norance we establish laws running
bis country In the greatest war
volved
Colbrado,
12.15
net
An Ominous Adage.
counter to natural law and thereby Standard
It had experienced since the Crimean
When a lady patient living far from
make "criminals.'' Because of thla
two Boer
out
.the
blotted
conflict,
but
Dressed Poultry.
town had to telephone for her phyfact society has been forced again and
republics and made South Africa "all
fancy D. P
19 021
sicians she apologized for asking him
again either to remove the cause or to Turkeys,
red."
14
Turkeys, old toms
to come such a distance.
amend or repeal the law and legalise Turkeys, choice
14
It is reported that King George is
"Don't speak oí It. said the doctor
the crime.
Hens, large
16
Joseph
likely posthumously to honor
"I happen to have another
14
But we can neither amend nor re- Hens, small .....
Chamberlain by conferring a title on cheerfully;
patient In that vicinity, and can kill
28 030
peal natural law nor by'reeolution nul Broilers
widow, formerly Mary Endlcott,
his
14
two
015
lify the effect of a given action; and. Ducks
daughter of the late William C. Endl- Homebirds with one stone." Ladies'
12 013
Journal.
as each act has a positive and inevit Oeese
Mr.
Massachusetts.
cott
Salfui.
of
9 010
Roosters
reable result, irrevocable and extending
persistently
himself
Chamberlain
Give Young People Useful Work.
to the end, either we mast adapt ourfused to accept any title.
Live Poultry.
The boy or girl who I given seme
new
or
selves to the
conditions
suffer Hens, fancy
14
The Dean of Westminster offered to
015
in consequence. If we are elastic and Broilers, lb
24
the family Interment in Westminster useful work to do at home Is helped
026
7
6
adaptable we "react" and continue to Roosters
Abbey for the dead statesman, but to realize and to enjoy tho responsienjoy good health, but If rigid and Turkeys, 10 lbs. or over ...16 017
bis relatives decided to abide by bis bility of doing the task and doing it
12 ft 13
unadaptable we suffer diseaae and pre- Ducks
wishes and have him buried at Birm- well and Is thus gaining In character- 10
Reese
011
building.
It may be that a boy Is ex
mature extinction.
ingham.
pected to keep a yard in order, go on
We do not break natural laws; they
Ego.
Butte Mayor Stabbed; Assailant Shot. errands, or relieve someone of care;
break us If we are stupid enough to Eggs, graded No. 1 net, F.
or that a girl Is required to attend
18V4
O. B. Denver
try to run counter to them. Therefore,
Louis P. Duncan,
Butte, Mont.
net, F.
the logic of the situation should drive Eggs, graded, No.
mayor of Butte, was stabbed three to some household tasks, to dust a
room, or keep a desk In neat condi13
O. B. Denver
us diligently to familiarize ourselves
times. While trying to protect him- tion, arrange flowers
Eggs, case count, less comfor the table, or
Lan-talwith the fundamental laws of the uniEric
assailant,
shot
he
his
self
64.7605.40
mission
a dainty dessert. Little things,
verse of which we are an Integral part,
a Finnish miner. In the abdomen, make
faithfully done, help to form habits of
that we may live In harmony therelaintola died later, but the mayor will neatness,
Butter.
duties may seem small, but
destiny,
whatever Creameries, ex. Colo., lb. ..25 026
with and fulfil our
recover.
they are Important beginnings.
Creamer!, ex. East, lb. ..25 026
it may be.
23
Creameries, 2d grade, lb. . .
Bodies of Archduke and Wife Burled.
HIT THE 8POT.
21
Process
j
Art stettln, Austria. The bodio of
In short, good health does not com
Packing stock
18H
Postum
Knocked Out Coffee All.
the assassinated archduke, Francis
out of bottles nor law abiding citiDuch
consort,
the
hla
Ferdinand,
and
Fruit.
zens out of cells. Both are matters of
There's a good deal of satisfaction
physical balance, the product of Intel- Apples, Colo., extras, box. .$2.5003.00 ess of Kobenberg, arrived here and and comfort In hitting upon the right
cha.
fancy,
Colo.,
..
Apples,
the
castle
box
beneath
were
2.0002.50
Interred
ligent breeding and of training beginthing to rid one of the varied and
Apples, Colo., choice, box. . . 1.2601.50 pel with simple ceremony.
ning not later than the cradle period.
constant ailments caused by coffee
Colo., crate
Cherries,
2.5003.00
Even morality, concerning which we Currants, Colo., crate
drinking.
2.25
1.760
TO
HUERTA
FLEE
DICTATOR
are hearing so much under the cap- Gooseberries, Cola
"Ever since I can remember,"
1.5001.75
tions "social evil" or "white slavery," Raspberries, Colo., crate. . 1,7502.00 Aa New Ruler Goe Into Office, la writes an Ind. woman, "my father
Is not a matter of wage, but of charac- Strawberries. Colo
1.3602.00
has been a lover of his coffee, but the
Report at Waahington.
ter, and therefore absolutely the result
continued use of It so affected his
reaching
Advices
Washington.
here
Vegetables.
of training.
stomach
that he could scarcely eat at
.
Lascu-rlanColery. doz., Colo
$ .7501.00 Sunday night said that Pedro
times.
In the final analysis civilization Is Peas, Colo
.08
06
former secretary of state In
e
"Mother had
and
nothing more than the development of Potatoes, cwt,
1.6002.00 President Madero' Cabinet, would bo
dizziness,
if I drank coffee for
Inhibitory centers enabling us to curb
to succeed General Huerta aa breakfast Iand
chosen
would taste It all day and
and subdue the remains of our jungle
MISCELLANEOUS MARKET8.
President Of Mexico and that Huerta, usually go to bed with
a headache.
nature always very near to the
of
post
oa
chief
resuming
his former
Lend and Spelter.
"One day father brought home a
even In the best of us. Bat soarmy,
would be dispatched
of
the
staff
York.
New
Iad $3.8503.96. U to a foreign post probably to France. pkg. of Postum recommended by our
ciety deliberately breeds diseaae and
19 5s.
grocer. Mother
It according to
crime, then coddle the one and pun- don,
21
It waa admitted that the voters In directions on the made
London,
Spelter
$4.9505.06.
box and it Just "hit
ishes the other, and all the time per- 10s.
Sunday's election would be few, only the
spot" It haa a dark,
mits both to breed more Incompetente.
Lead $3.77HS.80.
St. Louis
those who reside in the District of color, changing to golden brown when
9pelter-$4.- 85.
Science baa demonstrated that good
Candidates
participating.
City
Mexico
cream Is added, and a snappy taste
health and freedom from crime may
for the presidency, besides Lescour-ain- . similar to mild,
coffee, and
Butter, Eggs and Poultry.
be purchased by Intelligent
Refugio
ware said to be General
we found that Its continued use speedChicago. Butter Creameries, 20H Velaequas and General Garcia Pena.
md the expenditure of money for
ily put an end to all our coffee Ills.
the benefit of men en ma see. And the 036HC-Whoever might be eleoted waa reEggs At mark, cases Included, 15
"That waa at least ten years ago
day will undoubtedly come when 111
to turn over the
ready
to
be
ported
18c:
ordinarv firsts. 17Vít 17c,
and Postum has. from that day to
governhealth will be oonaldered a gr salar firsts.
provisional
a
presidency to
18',018t4c.
this, been a standing order of father's
disgrace than to be Imprisoned, beCheese Daisies. 14V, 014 He; twins. ment, and General Huerta la willing grocery bill.
only
Is
the
result
of I40l4l4c; Americas, I5016c; long to leave the country on the order of
cause the latter
"When I married, my husband was
e
laws, while ill horns, 144 ft 13c.
breaking
bis successor, thereby saving his face. a great coffee drinker, although he
Potatoes Arkansas and Oklahoma
health Is the result of transgressing
admitted that It hurt him. When I
nature's, law. for which there oan he Triumph, $1.5001.66; Virginia, barrels,
German Cruiser Goes to Mexico.
$4.5004.76: old. $1.2501.40.
D. W. I. The German mentioned Postum he said he did net
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smiled and said, try It Tha result
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dependence Square within a few feet
Meantime we have to meet the deRye
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of where the original declaration was der. Made la the cup with hot wBark
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Timo
folly and moat of them can be re
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Precisely So.
Wife In a battle of tongues
woman can always hold her own.
Husband But she never does.
Ten
Croan

miles for nickel. Always buy Red
Hag Blue; have beautiful, olear

white clothes.

Adv.

Oversupplled.
"The feller that said words are
physician of a mind diseased may
right, but some women have a
whole mob o' doctors."

A Stitch in Time

Cold, fevers, congestion aad germ disease are pretty sure to overwork the kidneys and leave them weak. In oonralaa-eencIn fact at any time when suspicion
la aroused by a lame, aching back, rheu-maU- o
dlxalneaa or
palas, headache,
disordered
urine, the use of Doan's
Kidney Pilla la
stitch In Urn that
may avoid serious kidney disease.
Doan's Kidney Pills command coafldenea,
for do other remedy I so widely used,
so freely recommended or so generally
- successful.
.
'A Wyoming Cats
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man-mad-

Holm.
Coir. Wjo, ears:
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"Whenever I atoo
cutting" pains
In ths
small of my back.
pain
Thla
also
cams on whan I
waa
doing any
work that obligad
ma to atoop and
waa setting
It
worse steadily.
I
used two boxae of
Doan's K I d n y
Pilla
and thay
Tha
cur..i ma
haa never
Klu back
and I
can't be too grateful for thla cure."
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Gat Doaa'eat Any Store, SOo a Baa
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Don't Persecute
Your Bowels
Cut out cathartics and purgative.

ui ulai, nai bui, unnecessary.

1

CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS

They

Dm
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svBaaaw

Purely vegetable. Act
genu on tne liver. MaSaVaaVal
.111 aI gfK A
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FREE TO ILL SUFFERERS
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SPECIAL TO WOMEN
The most economical, cleansing and
germicidal of all antiseptics Is

A soluble Antiseptic Powder to
i
be dissolved in water as needed.
s

.

As a medicinal antiseptic for douches
In treating catarrh. Inflammation or
ulceration of nose, throat, and that
caused by feminine ills It has no equal.
Fur ten visura tha T.vrll K Pibh.m
Medicine Co. haa recommended Paz tine

in ineir private correspondence with

Women. Which crave Its annaHnHrv
Women who have been cured say
It Is "worth Its weight In gold." At
drug Klatl. EOc. lam hnr
Tho Pax ton Toltat Co, Boston, M&t.
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HOWARD E. BURTON
Siwelmenurtoaat Gold, BUrar. Led, II Uola,
Sllerr, 7fe i Uold.Me Zlne or Copper, tl. Mailtos
enrelopeaand full prloa list aant on application.
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NEWS ÍTEMS

LOCAL AND PERSONAL

f

LAIL

High grade dentistry is my pro
All branches of the dentar art
fession. All work guaranteed. Dr.
carefully practiced. Dr. Locke.
Locke.
Chas. Springer went east
to attend to business matters.

SUPPLY

C. R. van Houten came down
from the Ponil ranch Tuesday on a

combined business and pleasure
Hill and family of Dawson trip.
,
were over Sunday campers in the
Cimarron Canyon.
C. B. Clapper, the enterprising
merchant of Red River, wrs a soMeals rt all hours are served at
cial caller in Cimarron on Tuesday
Weber's Restaurant and Bakery
between trains.
T.

Weber's Bakery
Bakers' Goods and

C-

Rooms suitable for light house
keeping for rent at the Antlers.

Confectioners
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Sullivan was a business
business visitor in Raton the first
of the week.
Geo.

Ut

All Kindr of Farming Implement

Willie Livingston returned to
Raton, Monday after spending a
Little Miss Marlin of Raton was few days at the home of bis par
the guest of friends in Cimarron ents in this city.
several days the past week.

Wagons
Buggies

Harness and Saddles
Patronize home industry and
buy your bakery goods at Weber's
Restaurant and Bakery.
H. L. Pratt and family were
visitors in the Key City the
latter part of the week.

A. W. VASEY

News Estimate On

Your

Lumber and Other Building Material

Hardware

Dormán, representing

the
Music company
of Denver, is in the city this week
looking after company business.
Mr.

Give us a chance to quote you

Knight-Campbe- ll

on your wants

in these

lines

Edward and Henry S. Springer
were business visitors ai me pacx

Fire, Accident, Liability, Tornado, Automobile and Life Insurance.
Sixteen Strongest and Beft Companies Represented.
Let The

Attorney K E. Studley of Raton
is the guest for a few days of E.
H. Manning on the South Ponil
ranch.

Next Job

Engineer Donovan departed on
Mopday for a several days busi
ness visit in Denver in connection
with the Eagles Nest irrigation
for
heat
coal,
most
the
Swastika
vour money, sold bv J. W. Swear project.

ing house at Koebler, Tuesday.

Road Commissioner John Livingston attended the board meet
ing at the county court house on
Monday.
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Aladdin Mantle
Lamp

Owing to threatening weather on
the 4th of July, the Maxwelll team
did not arrive to play ball. The
Dawson team hqwever made its appearance and was defeated by a
score of

UBI X

the Worldl

SiandaAcL atneandeicent Oil

to 2.

Mr. and Mrs. C. M.

Rohr

and

Whitest' Light, Brightest Light, No Noise,
No Odor, The Best Oil Light In Existence,

guest Miss Lena Rohr vere motor
ed to E'town, Sunday by Herman
A. Funke and spent the day in the
mountains enjoying the scenic
beauties and catching mountain
trout.

Burns Common Kerosene, Five Times as
Good-a-Ligas Electric, Uses Less Oil
Than Old Style Lamp, Guaranteed
ht

Judge C J. Roberts of Santa Fe
and Judge T. D. Leib of Raton
who have leen the guests of Mr
and Mrs. Webster at the Uracca
ranch the past few days enjoying
good fishing and recuperating, de
parted Wednesday for their re
spective hornea.

J. W. JERLS, Distributor

Job Printing at the News

Miss Lena Rohr left Thursday
for her home in Katon after a two
weeks' visit with relatives mi Cim
arron. Mrs. Chas. Rohr accom
panied her to Raton to spend a few
with the Robr family as their

at the right prices

guest.

LIBERTY AND SERVICE
On

uly 4th, 1776, the ringing of the Liberty Bell announced to the world the birth

of a new

nation.

In the century and a half that has passed lince that day, the Spirit of Liberty has
been the keynote .of the Republic's progress.

Just as the Republic is founded on the Spirit of Liberty, the Hell System
ed and guided by a Spirit of Service.

use-
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222
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has made

There are more telephones giving better service in the United States, than in any
country in the world

The Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph Co.
"The Corporation Different"

Delivered
In

Delivered

At Any

Any

Ti

Quantity

In the seven mountain states operated by your telephone company, .there are
582 telephones giving daily service.
of effort,

quaintances. They departed Monday for the mountains west of here
for a ten days' outing before returning to their home.

Miss Alice Remley,
ied by her grandmother

The telephooc, a plaything of thirty years ago, has kept pace with the nation's
growth until today there are 8,500,000 in daily use.

Private enterprise guided by a Spirit of Service with a Liberty
this development possible.

Mr. and Mrs. Walter Secord and
son Grover came over from Daw
son, Saturday to participate in the
day's events and renew old ac

is foster-

That Spirit of Service has made the Bell System one of the largest and most
ful corporations in the country.

g

H.

Mrs.

Letts, returned Friday from a!

five months visit 'with relatives in
Columbus Junction, Iowa. Mrs.!
Letts will remain with the Remleys
several weeks before departing for
her home.
A party of campers from Daw
son made their headquarters on the
plaza in old town this week,
m,
detained on their trip to the canyon on account of the heavy roads.
Those in the party are, Mrs.
Spencer and two daughters, Mr.
and Mrs. Kay and daughter Lila,

Get the kind that

is live, artificial ice, that

is frozen natural and keeps longer and cool'

er, than any other kind.

-

Harvey Shields, Jr. and sister,'
Frank McLin, Virgil Hickock and
the Christian boys from Colfax.

FULL WEIGHT
Gite it a test

'

Watermelons On Ice

Cimarron Meat Market

